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Possible Applications  of Genetics
to  Forestry
KENNETH  KOPF
Research  Assistant,   Genetics  Dept.,  Iowa State  College
CLEAR, straight-grained, merchantable pine lumber pl®oducedin  fifteen   years:   burl   walnut,   bird7s-eye   ma le,    curly
birch  grown without  difficulty wherever  and  whenever  desired ;
pinon pine seeds  of  a size  to be  readily  marketable  in  competi-
tion with other nuts  developed;  pines with doubled and  trebled
yields of heptanes,  terpenes,  oleoresins,  and pitch isolated ; high
grade  pulpwoods  grown  in  an  eight  year  rotation.    This  isnJt
Paul  Bunyan's  Utopia;  these  are  merely  some  of  the  practical
possibilities which may be anticipatled if genetics,  the science of
plant breeding,  is  applied  to  forestry.
In  reviewing  a  number  of  recent  papers  on  forest.  genetics,
the  outstanding  feature  noted  was  the  seeming  sparsity  of  the
genetics  background  of  the  workers  in  forestry.    Only  a  few,
such  as  Hartley  and  Coville,  seem  to  have  an  appreciation  of
the  possibilities  and  the  limitations  accruing  f'rom  the  applica-
tion of  scientific  breeding principles  to  forestry.
Undoubtedly the most imrJOrt,ant and most Practical improve-
ment to be made  is  a more  rapid growth  of timber.    Any such
increase  means  a  more  rapid  t,urnover  in  the  rotation  as  well
as  increased  profit.    In  fact,  in work  on  the breeding of forest
trees  for  pulpwood  reported  by  Stout  eJ  a,Z,  rapid  growth  and
freedom  from  disease  are  cons]'dered  to  be  characters  of  first
importance.
Other  improvements  to  be  expected  might  be:  the  climatic
adaptation of tropical trees to the gout,hem United States or the
adaptation  of  a  normal  mesophytic  tree  to  a  more  xerophytic
habitat;  the  selection  of  trees  bearing  more  birdJs-eye,  buried,
or  curly  wood  and  trees  bearing  wood  adapted  to  special  uses
such as the willow hybrid in England  (2), which is used exclu-
sively  for  cricket  bats  and  thereby  commands  an  almost  fabu-
lous  price  when  compared  to  tile  average  Willow;  the  breeding
of  quality  and  quantity  producing  strains  of  the  various  nut
bearing  species;  and  the  development  of  strains  which  yield
larger  amounts  of  oleoresins,  IlePtaneS,  terPeneS,  Pitch,  balsam
and cedar oils, tannin, and so on.  From the genetics standpoint
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these  improvements  are  normal   expectations  when   controlled
breeding  principles  are  applied.
For  the  benefit  of those  readers  not  acquainted  with  genetic
terminology,  a  few  terms  to  be  used  in  tIliS  Paper  are  defined.
A cpross or faeyby'o®d is the term referring to the progeny from seed
developed by the fertilization of the ovule of one individual with
pollen  from  another  individual.   Usually  this  is  a  cross  of  i,wo
individuals  having marked  differences.
In  chemistry  every  substance  has  a  formula  which  gives  the
initiate the  clue to  the make-up  of t,hat  substance.   Likewise  in
genetics the constitution of any individual is denoted by a form-
ula.   However, for every cIlaraCter that iS expressed in a Plant's
formula,  a pair of symbols is used.   This is to  show the part  of
the plant  contributed by the  female  parent  as  well  as  the  pop-
tion contributed by the male parent at the time of fertilization.
These parts are the ge%es that are borne on the different chromo-
somes, and these genes are the so far unknown somethings which
cause the expression of various characters in the plant such as :
type of growth, thickness of bark, presence of chlorophyl or other
color pigments,  eta.   Often the  two  members  of a  pair  of  genes
do not carry the same potentiality.    TIley both COnditiOn the eX-
pression  of  a  particular  character  in  the  plant,  but  they  may
tend to cause different forms of expression.
If  both  of  a  pair  of  genes  in  an  individual  are  of  the  same
kind,  the  tree  is  said  to  be  fao"ozgrgo¬4S  for  the  Pair.   However,
if the genes are different, then the t,fee is said to be faefGy®OZOJgO%S.
It   is  in  this  heterozygous  condition  tIlat   the   term   he/I,,oo®cZ   is
usually applied in a genetic sense.
Increased  growth  of  trees  through  breeding  will  very  prob-
ably  come  as a  result  of fagrb,®¢'d  ¢o-go,a.   Theoretically,  this  is  the
enhanced growth rate  following the  crossing  of two  individuals
which are not  carrying all the  same llOmOZygOuS Pairs  Of  genes.
Ordinarly,  a  more  uniform  degree  of  hybrid  vigor  comes  from
the  crossing  of  homozygous  individuals  than  from  the  crossing
of heterozygous individuals.  Homozygous individuals come from
self fertilization rather than from  cross fertilization.   This  fact
will  make  it  diffic-ult  to  get  homozygous  indivicluals  among  t,he
forest trees.  Usually, at least four generations of self fertilizing
a  normally  cross  fertilized  species  is  necessary  to  produce  any
appreciable  degree  of  homozygosit,y.   While  this  is  apparently
futile  in  forest  breeding  owing  to  the  length  of  generation,  it
will have to be done eventually to make maximum improvement.
For  this  reason  some  of  this  type  of  work  should  be  startecl
Very  Soon.
In the meantime, however, taking shots in the dark will do no
harm  and  may  accomplish  enough  improvement  to  keep  pro-
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clucers  of  forest  products  in  the  game  of  competition  with  syn-
thetic  products.   One  of t,he  easiest  and  quickest  tests  would  be
the controllecl crossing® of large numbers of individuals.   By con-
trolling~  the  crosses,  records  can  be  kept,  of  the  parents  of  each
indiviclual cross so that whenever a clesirable cross is found, more
seed can be produced from the same source.
From three I,o five year nursery tests of the seeds procured in
I,lliS  WaV  WOu]d  be  Sufficient  tO  local,e  the  moI'e  Vigorous  grow-
®
ing  progenies,  after  wlliCh  more  Seed  COuld  be  produced  from
the  same  parent,s.   This  expel-iment,  might  be  expected  tO  give
part,icularly  goocl  results  if  the  pollen  parent  could  be  chosen
from small stands which  are isolated one-half a mile  from other
st,a,nds of the s'-lme species ancl wl11il'h  aI-`O  fairly uniform  for rate
of  growtI1.    This  I:solation  and  uniformity  in  a  second  growl,h
stancl.  woulcl  tend  I,o  indicate  that  I,hose  trees  were  more  homo-
zygous, -provided  th®e  stand  is  not  too  thickly  planted  and  the
conditions  of  g'rowth  have  beeIl  uniform  throughout  the  Stand.
A  tr.rradual  s.`lect,ion  of  better  inclividuals  from  I,he  progeny
t,ests of I,hose crosses will  g-ive  some  cleg®ree  of  improvementl until
more  useful  homozygous  strains  can  be  developecl  for  future
breecliIlg.   Met,hods similar to the select,ion of cattlle breeders call
be  used  wit,h  the  additional  aclvantage  t,hat  a  vegetatjve  repro-
cl_uct,ion  technique  can  be  worked  out  for  many  trees  whenaver
part,icularly   desirable   individuals   appear.   Selection   methods
will  need  to  be  used  cautiously;  foI'`  in  many  instances,  an  ap-
parent-lit  desirable  individual  will  be  heterozygous  in  genetic
ma,keup  ancT  therefore  not  a  prepotent,  parent.   The  I-easons  fol'
this  are  too  t,echnical  t,o  be  presented  llere.   Because  of  this  a
technique  of  vegetative  reproduction  to  propagate  a  desirable
individual  needs to be developed.   Then,  too,  good  prot]oleny  of  a
desirable  cross  may  be  propagatecl  veto`'et,atively  mr,rQ  economic-
ally and satisfact,orily if this part,icular cross is difficult to make.
Vegetat,Eve propagation methods which IlaVe been used Success-
fully  with  forest  t,roes  inclucle  propag'ation  by :  cuttinro's,  ]avf]r-
at`ole  and  various  types  of  g'rafting.   Henrv  s+ates  /10)  that  t,htl
elm  ro`rown  universally  in  Hollancl  ancT  Be]g'ium  is  pI`OPaq®ateCl
bl+ 1average  and  has been  reproduced  this  wav  for  two  or  tIlrCe
cent,uries.    He   also   mentions   the   propagati6n   of   the   famous
IJuCOmbe  Oak  by  graftintO`Ol  aS  haVing'  been  llSPCl  succetQSfll]]V  Singe
I
it,s  discovery  jn  1765.   The  cricket  bat  willow  has  been  propa-
gatecl  by sets or cuttings,  ancl a vito`lorous hybricT  poplar at Met,z
has  also  been  multipliecl  bv  cutting's  from  this  orio`'ina,1   I,rna.
Henry  has  propagated  waliiuts  successfully  by  g-raftino`-.    The
renowned   Huntingdon   elm  has  been   reproducecT   bT   CuttiIlr```S.
according  to  the  same  author  (12).
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Austin  (1)  is working  on methods  of  propagating  pines  and
walnuts, and Hartley  (9)  reports that the Boyce  Thompson In-
stitute  for  Plant  Research  and  Johns  Hopkins  University  are
carrying  on  research  on  vegetative  propagation  of  forest  trees.
Stout  eJ  a,Z  reports   (18)   successful  propogation  of  numerous
Pop%Z%s  species  crosses  by  cuttings  at  the  New  York  Botanical
Garden.
With  this  work  already  done  it  seems  very  probable  that
other trees can be propagated vegetative]y if the proper method
is found.   From  our  present  knowledge  there  is  nothing  impos-
sible standing in the way of cleveloping this technique.
The random crosses previously discussed should produce de-
sirable  results  because,   in  the   first   place,   occasional   natural
crosses have been noted in trees whicII Were  Outstanding in rap-
idity  of growth,  healthiness  and  general  vigor,  and,  in  the  sec-
ond  place,  crosses  of various  species  and  strains  made  recently
have  shown  remarkable hybrid vigor.   The  oldest  recorded  nat-
ural cross of trees  (10)  is that of the elm grown in Holland and
Belgium.   It has been continued by vegetative propag'ation since
its discovery almost three centuries ago.  It is prized for its type
of growth and foliage color, which make it a popular shade tree
in  those  countries.   It  has  been  named  UZmo%s  Zcbfo'J:oZo-a,  Poeder16.
Seedling tests have shown it to be a hybrid tree.
Another old hybrid is the Lucombe oak  (10)  discovered in an
English nursery in 1765.   Seedling tests of the acorns from this
tree were planted in 1792,  and this oak was found to be a cross
of  the  Turkey  oak,  O¢4e7^C%S  Ce7o7o¢'S,  and  tile  COrk  Oak,  a.  s%be7®.
Henry  (10)  also  lists  the  London  plane  tree,  PZ¢J¢%%s  ¢ce7^0--
.foZ¢®cJ  W.,  as  a hybrid  of the  European  and  American  species  of
sycamore.   This  tree  is  a  favorite  for  city  planting  because  of
vigor,  drouth  resistance,  and  resistance  to  a  fungus  commonly
found on the American sycamore, P.  occ¢-dc,%fc!Zo's.
The cricket bat willow is considered by Barker  (2)  to be  one
of the most  valuable  crops  which  can be  grown  in  England  oI1
otherwise  unproductive  ground.    Henry   (10)   records  the  in-
stance  of  one  cricket  bat  willow  that  at  55  years  was  101  feet
tall  and  18  feet  in  girth.   He  further  states  that  these  usually
grow to be 50 to  60 feet tall  and  31/2  tO 4 feet in girth  at  14 or
15  years from the planting of sets.
Henry  (10)  cites a hybrid poplar near Metz which at 81 years
measured 150 feet in height and 25 feet in girth 5  feet from the
ground.  A cutting from this tree measured at 43 years was 140
feet tall and 16 feet in girth and contained about 700 cubic feet
of timber.
In  an  earlier  paper  Henry   (12)   mentions  the  Hunting'don
elm growing in Victoria  Park,  Bath,  England.   It was twice  as
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large  as  40  other kinds  of  elms growing in  the  park.  A  cutting
from  this  tree  grew  to  a  heignIlt  Of  35  feet  in  10  years.   From
progeny  tests  the  parents  of  this  hybrid  tree  have  been  deter-
rmi_ned Bus Utmus  gba,bra;  aJnd U. moavtama;.
A   hybrid   catalpa,   supposeclly   a   natural   cross   of   Cc,Jc,Zper,
fo¢ermp/epro-  and  a.   I,¢'g%o%¢-o¢-cZes,  was  founcl  by  J.   C.  Teas  while
he was living in  Incliana  in  1864.  In  JonesJ  report  of this  (13)
it is described as an erect,,  vig'orous and rapid-growing® tree hav-
ing the thin scaly bark  of the  American species  and leaves  and
inflorescence much larger than  either of its parents.   The  fruits
are  described  as  int,ermecliate  in  size  between  the  fruits  of  the
parents.
Chapman  (5)  repol't,s the fincling of a natural hybrid between
the longleaf pine,  P¢70'!tS  PCZZ2tSf',-0'S,  and loblolly pine,  P.  J¢ecZ¢,  in
Louisiana.   After  nine  years'  growth  t,he  hybrid  was  compared
with  a  typical  longleaf  pine.  The  hybrid  was  13  feet  4  inches
tall  and  2.3  inches  in  cliameter  inside  the  bark  one  foot  above
the ground, while the longleaf was 2 feet ll inches tall and only
0.6 inches in diameter.
A  walnut,  tree,  callecT  tile  James  River  walnut,  is  cited  by
Bisset  (4).   It  appears t,o  be  a  hybrid  of  Jt,gZ¢70S  CO'%ey'eC,  and  J.
7oeg¢'Cb.   In  1914  it  measurecT  100  feet  tall  with  a  diameter  of  lO
feet B. H., and a spread of 134 feet.
Leopold  and  Luxford  (15)  found  an  interesting  variat,ion  in
redwoods  ,in   California   which   mav  not,   however,   be  due   to
LZi
hybrid  vigor  of  the  one  tree.   They  fouJnd  two  trees  growing
three  feet  apart  which  were  about  60  years  old  and  120  feet
high.   One  was  21  inches  D.  B.  H.,  crooked,  thick  barkec1,  and
clear  of  cl.ead  limbs  only  in  the  first  log;  while  the  other  was
151/2  inches  D.  B.  H.,  st,raight,  tlhin  barked,  and  clear  of  dead
limbs for three logos.  The  latter  is  putting  on  clear lumber now.
but  the  first  is  not  expected  to  do  this  for  another  decade.  IJeO-
pold  and  IJuXfOrd  eSt,imate  tllat  a  60-year-old  stand  of  the  sec-
ond type is worth about twice tllat  Of the first type.
The  earliest  known  attempt,s  to  artificially  cross  fertilize  for-
est  trees were  made  by  Klotzsch  (14).   In  1845  lie  Crossed  four
paLirSS   O£   apeJO±eSS`..   Pimuls    austriac,a    alynd    P.    8lybVeStriS,    QueT-C'ulS
pe,dune,ula,Sa,  ajnd  Q.  sesstldfZoq-a,  A:lnus  imcama  abnd  A.  gZutbmosa,
and   UZ%,4S   %¢®fe70S   and   U.   pecZtm,c¬,,Zc,Ja,.      Seeds  of  these   crosses
were  grown  with  seecls  of  both  parents.   Eig'ht  years  later  the
hybrids  averagec1  1/3  taller  than  the  parents.   From  t,hese  re-
sults Klotzscll  Claims that  rapidity  of  growtlh  and  durability  of
I,imber can be augmented by hybridization.
In  1921  Burbank  (20)  crossed  the  EnglisII  Walnut  with  the
California black walnut ancl planted six of these crosses in front
of his house.   Three hacl to be  cut  down later because  of  crowd-
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ing due to rapid growth.  De Vries visited Burbank in 1906  and
reports  that  the  three  remaining  trees  were  80  feet  tall  and  2
feet in diameter. Sections of the cut trees were shown to De Vries
and  he  notes that  the  wood was  of  a  fine  grain,  very  compact,
and of silky  appearance.   The  annual layers  measured  2  inches
in  thickness.   Further  recrossing  of  these  trees  improved  the
quality, and selection produced a wide variety of hard and soft,
coarse and fine, plain and beautifully marked, and straight and
wavy grains.
In 1911, Dr. E. M. East  (13)  of the Connecticut Agricultural
Experiment   Station   crossed   two   species   of   catalpa,   Oc,Jc,Zp¢
fe¢e"p/ey'¢-   and   a.    I,a-g%o70¢O¢'deS.     Seven-year-old   progenies   of
this  cross  were  13.1  feet  tall,  while  tile  Parent,  a.  b¢'g"o70¢-OO'CZes,
was  ll.4  feet  and the  other  parent,  a.  *c!empJ!epr¢',  was  only  9.1
feet tall.   The variation in  spread was  in  the  same  proportions.
Ness  (16)  in reporting hybrids of the live oak and overcup  oak,
comments  upon  the  ease  of  crossing  various  species  of  oak  and
the  remarkable  success  of  the  crosses.    Seven  progeny  of  the
abr,ve  cross growing at the  Texas Agricultural Experiment  Sta-
t]®on  are  reported  in  1918  as  being  very  vignorous  and  uniform,
although  no  definite  comparisons  are  made  to  the  parent  trees.
Three of these were planted in ]912 and 411-ere Planted in 1913.
Some interesting facts about hybrid chest,nuts have been noted
by Detlefson and Ruth  (7).   In 1899,  G. W. Endicott of Illinois
crossed   Oc,sic,%ec,   ,-a,po700®CC,   by   a.   a",e,®¢'c¢73CZ,.     Tllree   trees   Were
raised from the seed of this cross.   One bore  fruit in  17  months
from  date  of planting,  a  second  bore  fruit  in  4  years,  and  the
third  bore  in  5  years.   The  Japanese  clleSt,nut  normally  bears
at  about  6  years  and  the  American  species  at  about  12  years.
This  early  maturity  is  another  common  occurrence  among  hy-
brids.
Henry concludes  (ll)  from a number of crossing experiments
that  hybridization  increases  growth  rate,  size,  early  and  free
flowering,  ease  of  multiplication,  and  probably  disease  resist-
ance or immunity.   Henry's work is of especial  interest because
he used  such  a wide  range  of materials.   His first work was  on
elms  (12).   He  found that  alternate  ancl  opposite  leaf  arrange-
ment  was inherited  and was  fairly  sure  that variations  in leaf
size  were  inherited.   He  used  crosses  of  LIZ"a26S  rmO7af¢%Cb  and  U.
gZc,I,pro  because the seedlings  of these  two parents were uniform
in many respects and were therefore assulned tO be fairly homo-
zygous.    From  self  fertilized  progeny  of  these  crosses,  he  re-
ports finding about 64 distinct types of individuals.
From  1909  to  1914 he  made  a  great  many  crosses  of  various
species   and   attempted   some   generic   crosses.   His   successful
crosses included species  crosses of ash,  alder,  poplar,  larch,  wa1-
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nut, and elm.  He found walnut and elm crosses difficult to make,
but in all successful crosses hybrid vigor was found.   A seedling
o£ one o£ these Crosses, Populus  amgwlatal   9  xP. trbchocarpa, d,
grew to a height of 71/2 feet in 27 months from seeding.   One of
the  most  interesting  crosses  reported  (10)  in  this  series  of  ex-
per±"erits waJS aJ  Cross O£  F1-ClttinuS  easCeZsbor van.  penduta   9  x F.
¢70g%SJo'/oZ¢¢  a.   The  pollen  of tlhe  male  parent was  shed  in  Eng-
land  in  January  and  the  female  parent,  did  not  bloom  until
April.   The pollen was storecl in glass vials stopperecl with eit,hell
corks  or  cotton,  and  the  cross  was  made  successfully  in  April.
Henry also reports successful crosses from pollen shipped to him
in England from Spain, France, Portugal, and the United States.
Another interesting observation wlliCh lie maCle was that rapicl
growth of some hybrids improved the quality of wood.   He says,ttlt is a popular belief that fast-grown timber is necessarily soft
and  comparatively  worthless.   This  is  a  fact  in  most  conifers;
but in  one  class  of broad  leaf  trees,  the wood  of which  is  cllar-
acterized  bv  large  pores  in  the  iIlner  Part  Of  the  annual  ring,O
the  contrary  is  true,  as  the  faster  the  timber  of  these  trees  is
grown  tIle  Stronger  anCI  ClenSer  it  becomes.   This  class  includes
oak,  ash,  chestnut, hickory,  ancT walnut,  the  species  in  fact that
p¢7-e#CeZZe%ce  produce  the  most  valllable  timber. "
Van Fleet reportecl  (19)  finclingl a hybrid chestnut which pro`
duced  flowers  and  burs  23  months  from  seecling.   This  was  a
hybrid  of  the  native  American  chinquapin` and  the  Japanese
chestnut.   The nut,s from this llybrid  are  from  four tO  Six times
as  large  as  the  native  chinquapin,  ripen  earlier  in  I,he  season,
and have the flavor  of the  native va.Pieties ;  while  the  tree  itself
has a resistance to blight equal to the Japanese parent.
This  group  of  reviews  gives  some  idea  of  what  has  been  at-
tempted  and  accomplisIled  in Past  WOrk  On  hybrid  Vigor.   Only
two  projects  have  been  reported  1-eCently  On  WOrk  that  iS  being
done  at  present  on  tlliS  Subject.   Stout  eJ  ¢Z  are  carrying  on®a
cooperat,ive project  under  the  auspices  of  Columbia  University,
the  Oxford  Paper  Co.,  and  tile  New  York  Botanical  Garden.
Inbreeding and hybridization of a number of poplar species are
being  performed  in  the  effort  to  locate  a  rapid  growing  poplar
tree  suitable  for  the  pulpwoocT  industry.   They  report   (18)   a
hybrid o£ Popubus  alba aund P.  trenwda  davidiamla whl±ch grow 7
feet by the second summer from seed. A hybrid of P.  bcbZscbmote7oC,
t,¢',ago-%¢®c,%cb  and  P.  J740'CfaOC¢7®PC!  grew  61/2  feet  by  the  Second  Sum-
mer from seed.
A  very  interesting  project  is  being  carried  on  by  the  Eddy
Tree Breeding Station in  California.   All  of the known species,
races,  arid  geographical  strains  of  pine  are  being  collected  and
studied.   Selection and breeding methods have been outlined for
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the improvement of various pine characters.   As a sideline to this
work  another  project  on  walnut  (J!,gZ¢,7tS  SID.)  species  has  been
started.   The preliminary write-up  ancl  outline  of methods  usecl
has been reported by Austin  (1).
The  other  important  character  in  tree  breeding,  disease  and
insect resistance, has been the goal ot' recent workers.   Bates  (3)
cites  the  occurrence  of  t,lie  Cembran  pine  as  being  resistant  to
blister rust.   Roeser  (17)  cites the  Dunkeld larch,  a natural  hy-
brid  of  the  Japanese  larch,  Lcw®¢#  ZepfoZep/3:S,  and  the  Europeam
larch,  I.  eo4,AOPeCbe,  Which  iS  a  Vigorous  grower  and  resistant  tO
larch canker.   He also mentions the cross of Virginia chinquapin
CcbsJ¢70eCb  P%,,,¢Zcz,  and  Japanese  chestnut,  a.  c',;'e%,a,,*cl,  which  pro-
duces a strain resistant to chestnut blight.
Hartley   (9)   gives  a  summary  of  the  variations  which  have
been found in forest trees and also a cl.etailed outline of one pro-
ject  to  determine  disease  -resistance.    He  believes  that  surveys
should  be  made  immediatelv  in  an  effort  to  locate  individual
trees  whicll  are  resistant  tO®ClleStnut,  blig-lit,  sycamore  anthrac-
nose,  poplar cankers,  and white pine blister rust.
The  onlv  work  reportecl  recently  on  resist,ance  to  insect  in-
jury  is  thuat  of  Graham  ancl  Baunulhofer   (8).   They  I,ested  the
five species of pine-Western yellow,  Nor-wauv,  Jack,  Scotch  and
Austrian~for susceptibilit,y to I,ip moth injury in the Nebraska
National Forest.  Austrian pine was founcl to be the least suscep-
tible,  followed  by  Scot,a,h,  Jack,  NoI'Wa.Y  and  Western  yellow  in
increasing  order  of  susceptibilit,y.    For  that   region,   however,
Western  yellow pine  is the  most  clesirable  species,  ancl  selection
and  breeding  are  recommencled  tt,  locate  a  resistant,  strain  o±'
Western yellow pine.
A few surveys have been macle recently on some  other charac-
acters  which  might  be  worth  st,uclying-  from  a  genetic  stancl-
point.   Luxford   (15),  in  making  a  survey  of  redwoods,  found
striking differences in durability, paintability, st,rength, tendencv
to spiral, thickness of bark, and ease of pruning-.  The indicationvs
were  that  at  least  the  last  four  were  clue  to  hereditary  causes.
Pillow  (15)  noted  interesting  variations  in  amount  of  curl  in
walnut,.`   These  variations  in  both   raclial  and   tangential   curl
could  be  det,ected  by  cutting  a  small  blaze  in  the  inner  bark.
Surveys are under way det,ermining- clifferences in heptane yields
in Jeffrey pine, terpene yields in Western yellow pine,  and oleo-
resin yields  of the pine  species  founcT  in  the  South.   Pillow  and
Bates   (15)   have  started  work  on  tile  breeding   Of  bird'S-eye
maple, but no definite report is ava,ilable as yet.
These  ideas  should  give  the  reader  some  concept,  of  the  prac-
ticabilit,y  of  making  use  of  genetics  in  forestry.   The  ideas  ex-
pressed  have been  selected  at  random  from  recuent  work,  and  it.
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should  not  be  forgotten  that  these  are  the  surface  scrapings.
This  is  a  virgin  field  for  foresters  and  can  hardly  fail  to  pro-
duce satifying results when tackled in  earnest.
Quotations from two  of the present workers in this field give
a clear idea of the attitude being taken and form a good conclu-
sion  for  this  paper,  which  can  do  no  more  than  introduce  the
subject.   Coville  (6)  states,  "Intelligent  breeding  pZ%s  selection
would  probably  accomplish  or  exceed  the  results  of  pure  selec-
tion and do it in a shorter period of time."
Leopold  (15)  says tha,t  research should be instituted  at  once,
but the practical side need not be neglected because "in the first
place,  the  final  untangling  of  environmental  from  genetic  in-
fluences in  trees  is  very  far  ahead,"  and  "secondly,  while  cer-
tainty is very far ahead, probability is, at least with some charac-
ters, merely a matter of observation as seems to be indicated in
the  case of redwood."
There  is  a  real  cha11eng'e  in  these  quotations  to  all  foresters.
How  long  will  it  be  before  t,hey,  as  a  group,  realize  the  sig-
nificance ?
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I     Mapping Of Forest Soils
HAROLD  F.   SCHOLZ
Junior  Forester,  Lake  States  Forest  Experiment  Statioln
lIE  variability of soil profi]es1- causes difficulty in the prep-
aration  of  a  soils  map  for  f restry  purposes.     The  dif-
ferences from profile to profile are apt to bewilder the beginner
unless   he   understands   the   reasons   for   them.     A   very  nice
example  of  this  class  of  soils  problem  was  encountered  about
a year ago in the subdivision of the Dukes Experimental Folrest
of the Lake States Forest Experiment  Station.
This  forest  is  lolcated  near  Marquettle,  Michigan,  and  is  in
the  so-called  Podsol  soil  zone  of  the  United  States.    "Podso1"
is  a  Russian  wolrd  meaning  asl1-like,  and  iS  a  t-erm  applied  tO
a  certain  group  of  soils  in  cool.,  moist  climates  which  have  a
white or gra.y layer in the upper part of tlhe profile.    This white
or gray horizon is more or less characteristic of soils in temper-
ate  regions  where  precipitation  is   greater  than  evaporation,
resulting  in  a  downward  percolation  of  much  grolund  water
and  the  translocation  of  soluble  minerals  from  the  upper  soil
layers  to  lower  ones.    The  white  or  gra.y  horizon  is  insoluble
quart,z sand and hence its color.   It should be explained, however,
that all podsol soils do not have a light colored upper horizon.
Although the Dukes Experimental Forest is located in a zone
of  well-developed  podsol,  there  are  sevel'al  soil  types  found  on
the area.    In some cases these I,ypes are variations of true podso1,
and in others  distinctly separat,e ±'rom it.    Since the correctness
and usefulness of t,he forest subdivision depended upon the gen-
eral  accuracy  of  the  soil  map,  it  was  necessary  to  determine
the cause and the limits of the variations not only between  dif-
fere,nt soil types but. also wit,him the same one.
Field  investigations  sllOWed  t.hat  the  Variability  of  the  soil
profile  is  quite  often  traceable  to  local  climate,  which,  in  most
cases,  means  differences  in  topography,  less  commonly  to  the
differences in the mineral const,itutents of the solil or to t.he effect
of the forest vegetation.    This  information  furnished  the start-
ing  place  for  t,he  division  of  the  area  into  soil  types.    Random
lines  were  run  thro,ugh  t`he  woods  so  as  to  separate  the  hills
from  the  creek  bottoms,  the  swamps  froln  the  flats,  eta.    In
1"By  the  term  pro,file  is   designated  everything  tha,t  is  presented  to  the
eye  of  the  observer  in  a  vertit'al  cut  through  the,  soil  exposing  its vac-
ious  horizoms.JJ     (From  a.  F.  MarbutJs  translation  of  ftThe  Gre,at  Soil
Groups  of  the  World  and  Their  Development,JJ  from  the  German.  1927)
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DISTRIBUTION   OF PROFILES  IN ALLUVIAL ZONE
EXPERIMENTAL FOREST. DUKES, MICHIGAN
Fbgure   1.   Dilstri;button   of   8Otl  PrOfroe8  in  the   AThuvidl  Zone
(umchaded  area,).   Virgin  forest  POrthoov  Of  the  Upper  Penin-
8uha  Ecoper¢meut  Forest,  Dwhe8,  Mbohigan,.
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other-  WOrdS,  the  initial  step  in  the  preparation  of  a  soils  map
for forest management consisted of subdividing the topography.
Once this had been done the problem was to  determine whether
the same soil type occurred in areas having similar topography.
Observations  demonstrated  that  areas  having  essentially  the
same  topography  were  not  always  characterized  by  the  same
solil type.    Thus,  DARK  FOREST  SOIL,  a podsol with  a well-
developed  gra,y  horizon,  and  PODSOL  with  a  gray  or  white
leached  upper  layer  both  occurrecl  in  the  upland  portions  of
the   folrest.     Similarly,   two  types  of   WOODY  PEAT   were
mapped   in   the   swamps.     One   type   was   characterized   by
WOODY  PEAT  resting  directly  upon  glacial  till.    The  other
was  underlain  by  older  deposits  o±'  fibrous  remains  of  plants
(FIBROUS PEAT) . A comparison of typical p1~Ofiles for DARK
FOREST  SOIL,  PODSOL,  and WOODY  PEAT  showed  strik-
ing  dissimilarities.     In  contrast,  a  comparison  of  a,  series  of
profiles for any one of the three brought out. the lack of striking
variatio,ns.    It was of inte1-eSt tO discover that the average height
of  dominant  sugar maple  trees  growing upon PODSOL  with  a
pronounced gray layer was from 8 to 10 feet, less than for trees
growing upon DARK FOREST SOIL.
A  real  problem  was  encountered  when  an  at,tempt  was made
to map the soils in the part of the forest occupying creek valleys
and flats.    Here it was found tllat Profiles Varied great,ly Within
relatively sholrt distances.    The  task  of mapping these  areas be-
came one of gro,uping soils with similar but not, identical profiles.
No  better  illustration  of  the  variation  of  soil  profiles  within
the same topographic unit can be had than in the so,-callled Alluv-
ial Zone of the Dukes Forest  (Fligure 1).    This zone occupies an
area  which  is  seasonally  flooded  by  the  large  creek  draining it
and is. characterized by a year-round high-water table.
A series of profiles were dug along this narrow flood plain and
such  features  as  the  depth  of  humus  layers,  the  colo,I,  texture,
and structure of the mineral horizons, root .penetration of trees,
height  of  water  I,able,  and  character  of  the  unweathered  sub-
strata were noted.    The lack of uniformity o,I the profiles raised
the question  of how  the  differences  between  tllem  Should  be  in-
dicat,ed on the soil map.    It was apparent that all the variations
could  no,t be  shown  unless  a map  was  draThm  having about  the
same scale as the  ground  itself.    As a matter of fact,  the  entire
Alluvial  Zone  was mapped  as  PE-ATY  CLAY or  MUCK.    The
justification fo,I this typing will be made clear by an analysis of
the  conditions  attentling the  formation of PEATY  CLAY soils.
In  the first place,  field  examinations  revealed  that  MUCK  or
PEATY CLAY soils occupy the low, poorly drained p-ortions of
the  exTlerimental  forest,  Such  aS  Sunken  Plains,  basins,  and  val-
leys.    Using  this  infol¢mation  as  a  starting  place,  several  ot`her
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fundamental facts were evolved.   It was found, for example, that
the composit,ion of the parent substrata played a very small part
in the development of PEATY CLAY soils which were primarily
a result. of excessive moisture conditions.    Similarly, by the com-
parison  of  numerous  profile  descriptions,  it  was  demonstrated
that most of the PEATY CLAY soils of the forest were charac-
terized  by  a  half-organic-half-inorganic  JA12  horizo,n  of  always
moist, steel, or`bluish gray admixture of peat and clay particles.
This peculiarity served as the basis for the name of the soil.    It
was  also  interesting  to  note  that  PEATY  CIJAY  soils  of  the
experimental tract were ±'ormed either upon morainic substratus
or upon pure alluvial sand, although in one case PEATY CLAY
soil  was  found  resting  upon  bedrock  or  calcareous  sandstone.
This  profile  could  be  distinguished  as  a  definite  morphological
variation  of  ordinary  MUCK  by  the  I-_,reSenCe  Of  much  Calcium
in all mineral horizons which reacted violent].v with hydrochloric
ra
acid when t.he soil was in a dry condition.
Insofar  that the  Alluvial  Zone  of the  Dukes  Forest  occupied
a low, poorly drained valley and many of the profiles dug within
its  limits  answered  the  description  of  typical  PEATY  CLAY
soils,  it was decided to map  the entire  a.Pea as  a  single soil type
providing the  presence  of  small areas  of  other  soil  types  could
be  made  to  fit  into  tile  Classification  scheme.    This  necessitated
proof  of the  genetic  relationship  of the  various  profiles  dug  in
the  Alluvial  Belt.
The justification,for grouping all the soils of the Alluvial Zone
int,o  a  single  type  is  founcl  in  I,he  basic  similarities  of  profiles
(Figure  2).
Take,  for  example,  tile  depth  Of  Superficial  dead  Organic  Or
Ao horizons.    One  profile  (Profile  76)  has a humus layer  aggre-
gating 3  inches;  three  mor`e  (Profiles  17,  21,  and  50)  each  have
a  total accumulatioln  of  4  inches  of  humus;  another  four  (Pro-
files ll,  32, 36, and 51)  an A`, 5 inches deep ; and finally, another
set  o,I five  (Profiles  19,  25,  38,  49,  and  56)  approach  the  realm
of true peats in that they have superficial dead organic horizons
varying from  7  to  ll  inches in  thickness.    The  extremes  in  the
2 one  of  the  more  conventional  systems  of  descl-iUing  t.lie  Various  la,ye'rs  o1'
horizo,ns  of  the  soil  profile  is  their  designation  by  letters.    A  common
method  is  to  letter  the  horizons  A,  B,  and  a.    As  used  here,  superficial
dead  organic horizons  are  I-eferl-ed  to  as  tile  Ao:  horizons  in which  there
is a,n admixture  o,I organic, .'md inorganic particles,  the A1;  and the White
or  gra,y  leached  horizon  o,i  a  PODSOL  pl-ofi]e,  the  A2.    The  B  ho'rizons
of  a  PODSOL  s,oil  are  those  in  which  the  materials  leached  out  fr'om
the uIJPer layers  by  either  a,hemical  ol'  physical  processes are redeposited.
They are  designa,ted  llere  by tlle  letters  B  and  B1,  de,Pending  upon their
depth,  color,  structure,  and  texture.    TJnweathered substralta  are  symbo'1-
ized  by  the  letter  C.     Horizons  for-med  by  the  SeaSO,Hal  fluctua,tioms  of
the  water  table  alre  indicated  by  the  le,tters  G,  G1,  and  G2.    The  morph-
ology  of  tIleSe  hOriZOnS  iS  explained  in  the  text.
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progl-essive deepening of the humus horizons al'e seen in Profiles
15  and  18,  which rep1-eSent  true  I,eats in Which  ,JrganiC  remains
of plants and trees ha\Te Piled uP  tO a depth Of 33  and 36 inches
respectively.    All  other  pl-ofiles   (Figure  2)  fall  somewhere  be-
tween these two in reglarcl to depth o±- the Ao layers.    Here, then,
is a common characteristic of all the profiles o±' the Alluvial belt
which  serves  to  assign  tIlem  tO  a  Single  group.    The  correctness
o±- this grouping becomes obltious when the cause for the accumu-
1at.ion  of  humus  is  soug`llt  and  found  tO  be  Slow  decomposition
under the conditions of excessive moisture.
By  continuing  this  analysis  other  fundamental  qualitiels  of
MUCK  soils  may  be  accountecl  for.    It  is  stated,  for  instance,
that the PEATY CLAY soils of the forest are underlain by sub-
strata of either glacial t,ill,  alluvial sand,  or bed rock.    Each  of
the  fift.een  profiles  unde1®  discussion   (Figure  2)   fall  into  one
of these three groups.   lt is also stated that true PEATY CLAY
soils  usually  are  characterized  by  a  well-defined  plastic,  moist,
half-organic-hal±'-ino,rganic,   steel,   or   bluish   gray   Al   horizon.
Ten  out  of  a  total  of fifteen  profiles  in  the  Alluvial  Zone  meet
this requirement.    Three of those which do not are distinctively
separate from MUCK soil tcJCrenetiCally, two being WOODY PEAT
and  the  third  SWAMPY  PODSOL.     The  1'emaining  two  are
the  except,ions  which  disprove  the  rule,  bo,th  answering  all  the
requirements  of  MUCK  excepting  the  physical-chemical  nature
of the Al  horizon.
The  final  and  most  complete  argument  for  mapping the  soils
of the Alluvial belt as a single type can be traced to the so,-called"Glei"  horizons.    Glei  is  another  term  borrowed  from  Russian
soil  science.
Glei  hor'izons  are  ±'ormed  by  the  rise  and  fall  of  the  water
table  in  semi-s,wampy  a1-eats.    The  relative  height  of  the  water
table in these areas depends upon the season of the year.    After
rainy spells, it is near the surface  (clepth of root penetration as
shown  in  Figure  2 marks  the  upper  limits).    During the  drier`seasons of the year,  on the other hand, the water table falls and
more normal InOiSture COnditiOnS Prevail.    These sea,sonal trends,
going on year after year, result in a  definite morphology of the
soil.    Morphologically,  these  l7ariatiOnS  assume  different  forms.
Sometimes cia,y and silt particles are carried up by the water at
its  highest  ebb  and  precipitated  upon  its  recession  during  the
drier  seasons.    A  layer  of  almost  pure  clay  is  formed  in  this
way.    In other cases, the movement of the water table results in
a  concentration  of  mineral  salts  which  sometimes  causes  the
soil  separates to  cement  int,o  a  hardpan  mass.    Again,  the  hori-
zons  may  be   characterized  by   numerous  rust-red,   brownish,
greenish, ®and  bluish  flakes  or  agglutinations,  colors,  commo,nly
found in soils of insufficient aeration, resulting in reduction pro-
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cesses  and  the  formation  of  ferrous  instead  of  the  more  usual
ferric compounds.    Profile 51 illustrates this point.
Profile  51.    PEATY  CLAY  soil  formecl  UTJO,n  a  Substratum  Of
morainic  drift.    The  ±'orest  stand  consist,s  of  an  admixture  of
northern white cedar, yellow birch,  and  balsam fir.
Alo-1.0 inch of undecomposed leaves and litter.
A2o-4.0   inches   of   half-dee,omposed,   dark  brown   organic
matter having a g`ranular structure.
A1-5.0  inches  of  plastic,  reddish-gray,  sometimes  steel  or
bluish  half-organic-half-inorganic  clayey  horizon.    Always
moist.
G1-9.0  inches  of compact ye11owisl1  1oalny  sand  containing
gravel.     Clay  particles  are  present.     Painted  black  with
humus  compounds.    In  some  places  reddish,  brownish,  or
greenish agglutinations can be seen.   Wet.
G2-17.0  inches  of  slightly  compactecl  loamy  sand.    Water
table  at  depth  of  29  inches.
Without  a  single  exception,  all  of  the  profiles  (Figure  2)  of
the  Alluvial  Zo,ne  are  characterized  by  one  or  more  G  horizons
and  are,  therefo,re,  morphological variatioIIS  Of  Glei  soils.    Con-
sequently,  these  profiles  may  be  included  within  the  same  soil
type wit`hout any great transgression of  the basic  fundamentals
of  separating`  soils  into  groups  of  closely  related  genetic  types.
Before passing over the technical discussion of the soils of the
Alluvial  Zone,  it  should  be  pointed  out  that  the  A2  horizon  Of
Profiles  17,  21, and  50 is not  the  white  or harra,y la,Per  of a Podsol
Profile  but  is  instead  the  first  StI'iCtly  mineral  horizon  of  the
genetically  undeveloped  profile  of  alluvial  sand.     In  the  way
of  a  general  summarv  the  followine,a-  thing  may  be  said  of  the
soils of the Alluvial Buelt.
PEATY  CLAY  soil  ver'y  ra,rely  occupies  a  large,  contiguous
area,  but,  as  a  rule,  its,  distribution  is  broken  by  island-like
formations of  SWAMPY  PODSOL3  or WOODY  PEAT,  result-
ing  from  small  changes  in  relief  and  drainage.    The  Alluvial
Zone  of  t.he  virgin  forest  portion  of  the  Dukes  Experimental
Foret serves as a concrete illllstration  of this variability.    Upon
the basis  of the  distribution  ot` the  soil profiles in  this  zone  and
the  variability  which  tlleSe  Profiles  show,  it  is  possible  to  say
that:   (1)  PEATY  CLAY  soil formed  upon  pure  a,1luvial  sand
occupies  lo,w  places  along  the  banks  of  the  watercourses,  and
:-i tqo,]r.etimes   p9   DSOL   soil   is   f`r,`l111Cl  in  al-eaS  Of   illSuffiCient  draina`ge.     This
soil  is  like  ordinal1'y  PODSOIJ  in  that  it  hats  a  hO`]'a.V leached  A2  lalyer,  but
differs  from  it  by  the  presence  of'  wa.tell-foltmed  Or  Glei  horizons  in  the
lower  part  of  the  profile.     A  soil  of  this  ge]1e]-al  deSCl®iPtiOn  iS  referred
t,o  hel'6  as  SWAMPY  PODSO.L.
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usually  confines  itself to  a narrow  strip,  at the most  not more
than 100 to 150 feet wide.    (2)  PEATY CLAY soil formed upon
skeleton  glacial  drift  covers  about  three-fourtlhs  of  the  total
area  in  places  of  insufficient  drainage.     (3)   WOODY  PEAT
forms  tongues  or  small  ladles  in  those Places where  drlainage  is
completely absent.    (4)   SWAMPY PODSOL  replaces  PEATY
CLAY soil upoln  raised,  island-like  hummocks  formed  from the
accumulation of morainic drift.    (5)   The abnormal depth of the
superficial dead organic layer and the presence  of  Glei horizons
is  a  common  feature  of  all  the  soils  in  the  belt.     (6)   In  ten
cases  out of  a total  of twelve  MUCK  soil was  identified by  the
similarity of the Al horizon.
Due  to  the variations  in  soil,  the  forest  types upon  PEATY
CLAY also vary widely froln almost pure hardwoods, hardwood
to mixed coniferous stands of northern white cedar, black spruce,
and balsam fir.    In those places where t.here is a constant move-
ment  of the water table,  as  along streams,  most  tree species are
replaced  by  alder.
The thick layer olf water-1og'ged organic and half-organic-half
inorganic  material forming  the  Ao  and  Al  hOriZOnS  Of  PEATY
CLAY soil discourag'es the establishment. of natural reproduction
of  the more  valuable upland  tree species,  such  as  sugar  maple,
and prevents rapid growth of all species.
A  a general rule,  these soils support  an  abundance  of water-
loving vegetation.
There is,  perhaps,  no othe].- problem in  forest research that is
quite  so  fascinating as  the  study of soil  and  its  relation  to  the
growth  and  composition  of  the  fol-est.    The  charm  of  the  work
lies in the intrlicacy of the thing itself.    It is not always so easy
to  fit  a  puzzle  together  piece  by  piece,  but  usually  it  can  be
done and the unassembled units always remain as an open  chal-
lenge  to  the  man with  an  investigative  type of mind.    Therein
lies  the  magnetic  appeal  of  the  study  and  classification  of  the
soil.4
4 The  writer  owes  much  to  Dr.  S.  A.  Wilde  who  supervised  the  field  work
and the preparation  of the  manuscript  from Which  this  article was  pre-
pareld.
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The Forest Ranger
DE IVITT   NEIJSON
Assistant Supervisor  Shasta  Nat'l Forest
UNT, Fish and Trap."   Who invented that wheeze9 Some
quack forestry teacher trying to get rich by misrepresent-
intjo' a great profession a,nd a great Service.   Ijd like to have that
man on a ranger district for one season.   HeJd folrget about hunt-
ing,  fishing and trapping,  and take  to  rubbing liniment on his
sore muscles and change his tune to a tl~ue description of the job.
The  forest  ranger's  job  is  one  of  the  most  interesting,  most
versatile and most constructive positions to be found today.
He must manatge a dist,riot made up  of fro,m two to five hun-
dred  thousand  acres  of  natural resources.    To  accomplish  this,
he must be  able to withstand hardship  and exposlure.    He must,
be able to handle men, for during the summer his force is made
up  of  from  ten  to  twenty-five  guards,  lookouts,  road  and  trail
men,  and during fire emerg'encies he may have  to  organize and
handle  as  many  as  five  hundred  fire  fightel®s  working on  a fire
front of many miles.   All of this requires executive abilit.y.
He must be able tol lay out, construct, and maintain telephone
lines,  roads,  trails,  bridges  and  buildings,.    This  requires  engi-
neering  ability.    IIe  must  have  a  knowledge  of  silviculture  to
make and supervise timber sales.   He may be required to deter-
mine  the  type  of  management  on  a  sheep  olr  cattle  range,  o,r
settle  a  dispute between  stockmen  where  judgment  and  experi-
ence  are  necessary for the best  interest  of the  public.
He is often required to lay out a recreational arlea of summer
home  sites  and  public  camp  grounds,  always  bearing  in  mind
the  Forest Service policy of "The most good to  the most people
in the long run."
Each  of  the  above  mentioned  .jobs  requires  skill  and  a  great
diversity of knowledge which can be gained only through train-
ing,  experience  and hard work.
The work of a ranger is divicled into filte  main  classes :
1. Improvement.-Under  this  heading  are  the  construct.ion
and  maintenance  of  roads  and  trails.    After  determining  the
projects  to  be  worked  cluring  a  given  year  by  their  priorities,
the  ranger  must  survey  the  routes  to  be  t.aken  and  supervise
the  work.    There  is  always  a  foreman  in  charge  of  each  crew
who is responsible to the ranger for the quality and quantity of
work done  and value received per  dollar expended.    On forests
having  large  road  programs  there  is  often  an  assistant  super-
visor who relieves the ranger of road construction work.
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Each ranger district has its own l`,ommunication system, which
may  consist  of  several  hundred  miles  of  telephone  lines.    Each
spring these must be gone over and put into standard condition
for the ensuing fire season.
The ranger is also responsible for the  construction  and main-
tenance  of  ranger  quarters,  lookout  and  guard  buildings.    In
connection  with this  and  all other work he must keep  a system
of  accounts  so  that all of his money  is  spent  effectively  and  no
allotments  are overdrawn.
2.  Timber  Management.-The  ranger  handles  all  small  sales
within his  district.    IJarge Sales  are  usuallly ha,ndled by project
timber  sale men.    Small sales  must be so  located that  they will
not  interfere  with  future  timber  management  plans  and  large
major sales.    He  must,  survey,  map  and  cruise  the  area,  mark
the  trees  to  be  cut,  scale  the  timber  and  supervise  the  logging
and brush disposal.
3.  Range Management.-Every ranger district is divided into
a  number  of  range  allotments,  depending  on  the  type  of  feed,
the  periold  of  use  and  topography.    The  ranger  must  see  that
the  proper  class  of  stock,  seasonal  use  and  method  of  feeding
is  adhered  to by  the  grazing  permittees.    In  this  he  is  usually
assisted  by  some  member  of  the  supervisorJs  staff.
4.  Recreation.-Each year  thousands  of vacationists visit the
forests of California.    One of the ranger's big jobs is to contact
as many of these as possible and sell them forestry and fire pro-
tection.    These  recreationists  constit,ute  one  of  our  greatest fire
risks, but by proper contacts they can be made an asset instead
of a liability to t.he forests.
In  order  to  handle  the  needs  of the summer plea.sure  seekers
the forests develop  free  public camp  grounds  for their use  and
enjoyment.    Summer home sites are also laid out for those who
wish  to  build  and  return  to  the  same  spot-each  year.    These
home sites are rentecl at a nominal figure per year.
5.  Protection.-Protection is the greatest problem of forestry
today.    It involves  the  coordination  of pract,ically  all  activities
and  consumes  the  ma.jor  portion  o,I  the  ranger's  time.    Each
year he carries on a fire prevention campaign within his district,
enlists the  cooperation of industrial and civic organizatons, fire
proofs  camp  grounds  and  burns  brush  and  snags  along roads,
trails,  ridges and other natural fire breaks.    His transportation
and communication syst-ems are vitally important factors in the
effectiveness  of  his  own  work  and  that  of  his  personnel.    His
men  must  be  so  localted  as  to  cover  the  areas  of  high  risk  and
hazard in a minimum length of time.
He  must  build  albo,ut  himself  a  personnel  of  dependable  and
physically  fit  men  to  man  his  various  stations.    Upon  these
men  he  usually  has  to  depend  ±'or  the  initial  action  on  a  fire,
therefore they must be thoroughly trained in modern ways and
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means  of  fire  prevention  and  suppression.    This  training  must
be  followed  up  by  monthly  inspections  and  additional  training
and  all unsatisfactorv  men  culled  out.    The  failure  of  any  one
of them may mean  the  difference between  a  one-acre fire  and  a
conflagration  of  thousands  of  acres.
Fire carries priority over all other activities.   No matter what
a  ranger  might be  doing when  a fire  is reported  it  goes by  the
board until the fire is out.    Every fire presents a different prob-
lem and therefore re-quires keen judgment and knowledge of fire
strat.egy  in  order  to  control  it, with  a  minimum loss  of  acreage
and cost.
Often,  a forest ranger is required to live in remote places far
from the  glare of bright lig'hts  and the convenience of what we
call "civilization. "   This has its compensating.factors.   However
situated,  he  always  has  plenty  of  interesting  work  to  do.    He
is  usually  looked  upon  as  a  le-ader  in  local  actilTitieS  and  Plays
a  big part in  the  life  of his  district,  other  than  purely  official.
Rangers  have  been  known  to  do  everything  fro,m  helping  with
Christmas  celebrations  to  collduCt-ing  a  funeral.    But  when  all
is  said  and  done,  very  little  time  is  left  to  "Hunt,  Fish  and
Trap.,,
After  passing  the  junior  forester  examination  most,  men  are
placed on project timber sale work or as  assistant rangers  on a
district,  under  a  year7s probationary  appointmellt.    At  the  end
of  this  period  they  are  either  retained  or  removed  from  the
Service.   A man's future in the Service depends upon his ability,
his  judgment,  his  decisiveness.  his  initiative  and other  personal
traits.    To  a  man  suitec1.fo1-the  WOrk  and  liking  it,  the  Forest
Service  holds  unlimited  opportunities  for  a  life  rich  in  experi-
ence,  usefulness  aIld r]ne  fellovyTShiP.
It is hard work~with wortllWhi-1e results.   It is often grief-
with  compensating  joys.     Tt  is  glamour-romance,  inta,ngible
as  tomorlrow,  but  as  su1-etv  there.    It  is  a  knowledge  of  service
well  done- this  preserlTaiiOn  Of  the  Forests  of  Today  and  To-
morrow.
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Dear Unanimous
By  SAM  BATTELL
Muskrat  Creek,  Idaho,
July  tllird.
My  dear  LTnanimous :
I  got  yo,ur  letter  about  two  weeks  ago  but  since  .lTOu  Wanted
something you could read I he,sitated i,o answer  it until I  could
get the assistance of Mr.  Underwood.    As the fella says,  "Why
don't you get a typewriter so we  can iIlterPret your eff'Ort?'7
I have been  having a wonclel~'ful  time.    First  I  was  repairing
and rehanging te]eT,hone line, then I took a small trail crew out
and  ran  them  about  three  weeks until  the  regular  boss  got  in,
after  that  I  took  a  pack  string  out.  and  have  been  doing  office
duty the last week.    Then the eIld Of the fiSCa,1 year came around
and  you have to have  a good head in the  office at least  once in
a while.    Had $6.33 yet to spend and it took two  days to figure
wllere tO use it.
I'm going back to Two Mouth some time today, if it st,op1, rain-
ing.    Last  night  I  wanted  to  go  to  tolun  to  celebrate  but  a
lightning  storm  was  forecasted  so  Uncle  says  you  bet`ter  stick,
so  I  done  it.    All that I  could have done was  get a little  tight.
A  dance  was  being thrown  but  all  that  I  have  is  corkecl  boots
and I couldn7t have got within gunshot of the floor.
I'm gett,ing to be quite a timber beast.    Wear a hickory shirt,
copper -riveted  pants,  wide  belt,  black  galluses,  corked  boots,
heavy  wool  sox,  pants  turned  up  10  in.  above  the  sidewalk,  a
little  black  Garibaldi  hat  and  a  sIIOrt  black  Pipe.    You  would
not suspect me of being the Pride of Onawa.
Wish  you  were  here.    We  have  a  pool  here  quite  unlike  the
college  pool.    You can  take  a  light into  it,  don't  have  to use  a
case knife or  spatula to  pick  t.he lock,  don't have to let a man
down  from  the  balcony  on  trhe  soft  end  of  a  belt  to  enter  or
anything.    It  is  about  25  miles  long  and  6  or  8  miles  wide  in
p]ac,es.    The office assistant has a wife which cramps the style of
us  back  to  nature  swimmers.    They  went  for  a  boat  ride  last
njt]cht so we  dove  off the  dock  and got  all wet.
Guess  I'1l  ring  off.
Horatio.
3¬           3¬           3£
Muskrat  Creek,  Idaho,
August third.
Dear  Anny :
Reference is  made  to  Your  letter  of July  25.    I  wish  I  couldra
master the art of writing a ]ongn letter without saying anything
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like you llaVe.   Don7t think I 711 get out, of this country till Christ-
mas.   I think I can get a job with Uncle as a sealer or something
to keep me busy.
To  correct some false  impressions,  I  am a  Smoke  Chaser.    My
specialty  is  hitting  brush  and  hopping  hills  in  quest  of  that
devastating  smokemakeI~..  Fire.    This  summer  I  have  been  trail
crew  foreman,  packer,  boatman   (but  not  vulgar),  office  fell_ow
and  so  forth-ad  infinitum.
I also go out and strint3O' the lady visitors along when they stay
in  the  boat  while  the  higIl  and  mighty  males  come  ashore  to
transact  business  and  other  things.     The  packer  says,  "Ray,
why in Hell do you stay out he1®e in the Sticks?    Why don't you
go  to  tovII  Where  you  Can  exercise  that  talent?"    You  see  I
took his girl away from him.    I love me, I love me, not?
I got set back the other day tho.    An elderly lady says,  "It's
such a nice outing for you boys. "
I  bought  me  a  pack  ±'rame  to  ta,ke  the  sharp  corne'rs  off  i-,he
cans  when  I  run  the  hills.    Even  the  three  days  ratiolns  gets
as rough as a true forester's whiskers.   Also I now have a smoke-
chaserjs saw.    It is only good when another man is along because
it's a two ma,n fallint,o` fake.    It is  a  regular  5  ftt.  saw that rolls
up  into  a  bundle  18  in.  across,  has wood  handles  and  a  heavy
leather  case  to  carry  it  in.
Oh, yes, I almost forgot.   The other day I was expecting a sud-
den  and  violent  death.    You  see  her  old, man  is  mean  with  a
shotgun`.    I brought her ol-er he,re, put two outboards on the back
of a skiff, got out the surf board and we went aquaplaning.    It
was  almost s`upper  time  when we took  the  girls  home.    As they
were  in  bathing  suits  it  looked  bad  I  suppose,  walking  in  at
supper  and  a,t  a  hotel.    Anyway  after  supper  she  went  for  a
walk and the first I heard,  the  cook, who  is  also young,  though
married  and  await,ing  divol-ce,  called  l]p  and  wanted  to  know
if the young lady had been here.    Then she  wanted  tol know  if
any of the~boys were-out.    Of course we were all innocent,  so we
took a few pictures 6f a lightning st,orm, answered the phone and
then  went  to  bed.    The  next  morning  when  the  boat.  went  up
there  was  the  old  man,  looking-  like  he  wanted  a  pint  of  blood.'IIe  didn7t  get  any  from  me.
I wisIl you Were here.    We could more than double the profits
with half the ante.   Every time I even think of doing something
I    sav    to    myself,    "I    wish    the    Perfec,t    Gentleman    was
here.i'    of  co-urse  I  wollld  be  reduced  to  second  fiddle  but  i`t
would be worth  it.    I  could  manag'e.    I  have bef'ore.  ,(Edito,r,-
Unanimous  claims the  above  is  ficticious,  deceptive,  false,  exag-
gerated, extravagant and defamation of character.)
At that I'm not doing so badly.   This gir1's mother over at the
llOtel  wanted  me  cannecl  because  I  couldnJt  find  the  boat  they
were  on  one  Sunday  and  the.v had  to  gto  hungry  all  day.    The
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next  Saturday  night  they  threw  a  birthday  party  over  there
and at the close of the festivities, no other hostess being in sight,
I  stepped  up  to  her  and  announced,  "Well,  I've  had  a  very
pleasurable  evening. 'J
She had been sitt`ing li]`-e  a sandbag  all  evening watching me
smoke  cigarettes  and  eat`candy,  with  a  scowl  on  her  face  like
an  Alaska  Indian  Totem  Polle.    Afraicl  to  leave  the  room  for
fear I would steal the wall paper I guess.   Anyway she snapped
out of it, jumped up  and said,  "Iwonderwherethehes,tessis.    I'll
golookfo,rher,"  and  then she  beat.  it,  out into  the  other  room.
Well, it was a great night.    I had foul- or five days of wiskers
on, a hickory shirt, my denim overalls and a wide belt.   A great
fellow I   However, I had washed my hands and face  (which same
was  a  concession)  and  had  taken  off  my  a,orked  boots.    Also  I
had  contributed  a  box  of  candy   (the  only  olther  box  was  con-
tribut,ed by my friend the packer)  and .vou know that all helps.
Having  no  more  foolishness  to  indict  and  having  disclosed
nothing  containintojo` truth or  importance,  I  will proceed  to close.
Horatio.
¢          .ee          .J8
Camp  Five, Dublin Lbr.  Co.
October  Fifteenth.
The  Perfect  Gentlemen,
The Eldora Argonaut, ad  infinitum :
See,  I have retained me Latin.    Reminds me of a story.    One
of the local products went into  a  drug  store  to buy a fountain
pen.    The  soda  jerker  puts  down  the  copy  of  True  Confections
he's  all  wrapped  up  in  ancl  condescends  to  display  some  sales
psychology.    The  local  product  sees  one  lie  likes  and  tries  the
point out by writing "Tempus  Fugit."    The soda jerker  takes
a squint, thro,ws out another pen and says,  "Here, try this Mr.
Fugit."    End of story, you may laugh now.
Oh,  yes.    I  received  an  honorable  disc,barge  fro,m  Uncle  and
am now with the Dublin IJumber Co.    Neeclless to say I am now
buying  my  own  stationerv  and  literary  supplies.    My  official
capacity is  saw  scaler.    ihat  is,  each  day  I  go  over  the  areas
the sawyers are working and count the number of lo,gs they have
their number on.    They are worth 5c per log per man or loo I,erO
log  per  crew.
That  sounds  delicate]v   simple  but  I    occasionally  have   to
scrat,ch  around  t,o  find a;  tree  they  have  felled  several  others
ol-er.     Some  times  the  log  I  walk  rolls  suddenly  or  the  bark
slips  off  and  so  do  I.    The  sawyers  are  all  makes  and  breeds.
French,  Irish,  Gerlnan,  State-o7-Maine  and  Mountain  Negroes.
Befol|e I came up here an old boy said to me.  t tToo many Moun-
fain  Negroes  up  there."    WI]e-n  I,got  up  here  I  look  around,
not  a  neg'ro  in  sight  but  I  do  fiml  sel'eral  Montenegrins.
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This is a government timber sale of fire killed timbe,I.    Prac-
tically  100  percent  white  pine.    Trees  up  to  30  in.  D.  B.  H.
Must  have been  great befo,re  the  fire.    Since  the  fire  the  stuff
has  developed  a layer of blue  sap  stain.
One  of  the  last  things  I  did  for  Uncle  before  leaving  his
employ was to take a pack string over to another ranger station.    i
About the time I was supposed to start with the string a 1.08 in.
rain  developed  and  stalled  me  off.    Then  the  saddle  horse  got
sick.    Exactly  in  the  same  manner  as  the  lady  in  the  Lydia
Pinkham advertisements.   However having none of LydiaJ's pills
handy  we had  to  prescribe  different  treatment.    Among  other
things we made her eat about half a pound of salt a.nd applied
a generous dose of Cayenne pepper.    She recovered.    If I can't
get a job as assistant to Major Stuart IJll hire out as veterinary.
Had  one  happy  experience  just  previous  tol  the  big  rain.
Was  up  near  the  head  of  the  lake  witholut  a  boat  for  a short
time.   Had to go either around the head of the lake or borrow
a boat to go cross to a fire.    So I hiked down t.o the tourist camp
and woke up a lady tourist and says, " Can I borrow your boat,
the one with the motor on  it?"    She  says,  "ThereJs  a ranger's
cabin over this way.   Go ask the ranger.   If he says all right, you
can take it."   I says,  "Thank you.    I'm jt."
I went to the big city the other day and dropped into a hock
shop.    Bought  myself  a  .32  S=pecial  for  $6.50.    Nolw  I  plan  on
spending a few Sundays at my lady friendJs hangout and we are
going to  give the local deer  a treat.    I  believe she  told me  she
had  a  .22.    Do,n't you kind  of7feel sorry  for  the  deer?    Thi]ck
of  them  o,ut  there  in  the  cold,  dying,  laughing  themselves  to
death !
We have an old Frenchman in the camp here who will straight-
en up suddely and yell at the old German across the bunkhouse,"What you do when you  donJt do nossinks9"
Having  started  at  the  end  and  worked  forwards  like  Perk
Coville used  to lecture-in  the  approved European  manner-I
will  close.
Horatio.
t*       #       t*
Camp Five, Dublin Lbr. Co.
-   December  Twentieth.
Deal- Unanimous :
Expect this to be your last letter from me for the time being.
Am  coming.    Will  be  in  Ames  about  time  to  register  for  tlhe
winter quarter.
Went deer hunting one  Sunday in November.    Went over to
the lake and rented a boat and motor and started up  the lake.
At. least thought it was up.    It was after  dark.    Anyway when
I got to the wrong end of the lake I turned around and started
i
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back up.    Got  to the  head  of the  ladle  about ll:30  p.  m.    They
were waiting for me-two girls all alone.   It had been storming
out  and  Idaho  in  November  cloes  not  grow  columbinels.    I  was
cold.    After  a  little  tho  tlley  got  me  hot-nO,  Warm.    What  I
mean is that  I  got warmed thru after  I had  inhaled a  quart  of
hot coHee.
Needless  to  say  I  go't  no  deer.    I  came  down  the  lake  next
day and walked into camp,  8 miles  over a slushy right  of way.
Right after that it got. colder than-You name it.   It was so cold
you had to back up to spit.   we hav; to keep a fire going so that
the  boo,k-erg  can  keep  t,he  spare  ropes  on  it  to  t.haw  them  out.
The jammer  gets  so  stiff  that we have  to  run  it  in low  gear i,o
shift.    The logs are all frozen in the decks and the loading crew
is going broke  buying  powder  to  break  them  with.    And when
they  break,  i.he  owner  o,I  the  trucks  looks  worried,  the  loading
crew looks sad, the only one that is at all happy is the sealer-
and IJm paid by the month.
Wheri I first came up llere a Pile of my mail went up to Musk-
rat  on  a  slow  boat,  was  unloaded,  readdressed,  went  do`wn  the
lake via the same slow boat.    It hung around t,he postoffice until
someone  drifted  over  to  get  the  occasional  mail.    I  received  12
letters in one bunch.    The fellow came into i_,he  office and-asked,t-tVIo's  this  Horatio?"    I  told  him  it  was  this  and  he  said,
ttMr!   You have  400 letters!"
This is quite  a camp.    They never heard of Bryan,t out here.
They  do  everything  we  were  I,old  isn7t  be,ing  done, anymore,
sleigh  hauling  in  winter,  drive  the  rivers  in  the  summer  and
spring.
That puzzle peg you sent me is still a puzzle.    Forty men in
camp  inclulding this  couldn't  work  it.  When  you  sent-it  to me
I  wondered  wha,t  kind  olf  a  g'ame  you  were  trying ,to  put  over
on me.    Anyway,  I  put it  out in the  ope,n  and tried it once  or
twice.    Then somebody else-would take a whack at it.    The camp
boss  tried  it,  the  head  book  keeper  tried  it,  the  walking  boss
tried  it.    They  all hacT the  same  st,ory which  ran  like this:  "A
couple winters  a,go when I got snowed  in down  on Goose  Creek
the old man there had one of these and showed me how to work
so I could do it good. Now you do it this way. '' And then they'd
sit  down  and  wrestle  with  it.  a couple  of times  and  go  on  with
their story, ttBut damned if I can do it now.''
Well, as I says I9m coming east.    A big burley from the wide
open West where men are _men and women -are  all that they are
expected  to  be.
Horatio.
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ATeTl
Tales of Paul Bunyan
EVFJRETT  JENSEN, J32
logger  who  has  ever  woI'ked  under  Paul  Bunyan  will
you  that when  Paul Tl,forked,  he  worked.    Nothing was
done  by  halves.    Napoleon  and  Edison  copied  Pa,ulJs  methods
of  working  with  verv  litt,1e  sleep  but  they  could  never  stand
working twenty-five riours a day for  a period  of months  as was
Pau1's  habit,.    And,  of  course,  the  men  that  worked  in  Pau1's
camps couldn7t expect to do much loafing.
In spite of being such a driver of men Paul believed in the old
saying,  "All `w-ark  and  no  play  -makes  tIle  lumber-jack  a  dull
boy."    He  made  a  practic.e  of  giving  the  men  a day  off  every
two or three years.   Now the lumber-jack has a well earned repu-
tation and PaulJs men were no exception to the rule.    It was his
Oust.om  to  notify  neighboring  towns  three  or  four  months  in
advance  of  the holiday so that the  authorities would  have  suffi-
cient  time  to  get  ambulances,  an  army  of  doctors  and  nurses,
and  also  to  erect a hundred o,r  so  temporary hospitals.
As  this wa,s  rather  a,n  expensive  proceeding  Paul  decided  he
would have to  think of somet,hang that would keep  his men out
of the towns.    That seemed  to be an impossibility but  Palul had
solved harder problems.    Iie decicled  after considerable thinking
that  some  kind  of  a  game  in  which  his  camps  could  compete
ag'ainst each other was the answer.    It would have to be a rough
game  where  his  jacks  could  wear  corked  boots  and  could  do
considerable rough and tumble fighting.    And  so  Paul invented
the  first football  and formulated  the  first  set  of  rules.
There  were  only  two  simple  rules:  first;  in  case  of  dispute
between  a  team  and  a  referee,  no  axes,  peaveys,  or  canthooks
could be  used  on the  referee.     (This  rule  was later  amended to
read-In case of disputs the referee must at  all times be given
a  half  mile  sta,rt.)     Secondly;  sine,e  it  was  pr\act,ically  suicide
for a small man to play, no man weighing less -than fifteen hun-
dred  pounds  could  play.    TlliS  eliminalted  the  little  chore  boy
who wanted tlo play but weig'hed only eight hundred pounds.
It required the hides from one hundred and forty-three steers
and a yearling heifer to make tile football.   Two guy ropes taken
±lrom  a  two  hundred-foot  spar  tree  were  used  to  lace  the  ball.
Even  Paul  himself  was  unable  to  blow  up  the  ba,ll  so  he  used
a  special  device  of  his  own  which  directed  the  wind  of  Kansas
tlornadoes into  t.he ball.
North Dakota, which Paul had logged for the King of Sweden,
was  selected  as  the  scene  of  operations.    The  Black  Hills  were
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erected as a grandstand for any spectators.   Johnny Inkslinger
was chosen to keep score.
The  men  were  skeptical  about  t-his  new  game  of  Paul's  but
the  old  logger  was boss  in his  own camps  and  if he  said they
were to try the game why tlhey were t-o try it and that was all.
After  the  first  t.hirty-three  minutes  of  play  two  hundred  and
four  men  were  carried  off  the  field.    One  hundr'ed  and  fifty
of them would never wield an axe again.    The game, was slowed
down considerably due to the lack of a large reserve of referees.
The  men  finally  gave  up  in disgust  because  they  claimed  that
it was too much of a lady's game and they would have nothing
to  do with  it.
Time  has  proved  the statement  of  these  grizzled  old  loggers
that the  game  is too  effeminate  for  hae-men.    The  o,riginal  game
is  de,generated  and  the  rules  have  been  modified  until  it  is
thought safe  enough for college boys.    Need more be said.
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T                      THE  SUMMER CAMP  OF  1931
HE  1931  ForestersJ  summer  camp  will  be  held  on  the  Des-
chutes  Naltional  Forest,  jn  Oregon.    This  for'est has  concen-
trated  on  it  a  greate,r  varietv  of  interesting  forestry  activities
than  any  other  in  the  northftrest  and  probably  more  than  any
other in the whole TJnited States.    The most interesting features
on  the  Deschutes  are  a  large  timber  scale,  large  areas  of  cut-
over land in various stages of production, land exchange  activi-
ties and special gr'azing problems.    Three mammoth sawmills are
located  in  the  town  of  Bend  which  will  be  about  twenty miles
away.   A large timber sale in the Douglas fir type lies just west
of the Cascade Range on the  Cascade Nat,ional Fo1-eSt.    This can
be reached by a three or four-hour drive.
The camp site will probably be on Paulina Lake, which is one
of  a  pair  olf  lakes  in  what  is  known  as  the  Newberry  Crater.
This location  is in western yellow pine  country,  at an elevation
of  5,000  feet,  partially  surrounded  by  a  semi-circle  o,I  peaks,
which  tower  far  above  the  timber  line  to  elevations  of  about
8,000 feet.    It will look out toward the northwest upon a magni-
ficent vista of snow clad sentinel peaks, standing along the cr'est,
of the  Cascade Range.    The most noted  of  these  are  the  Three
Sisters and Mo,unt Jeffierson, st.anding nearby, and Mount Hood
far to the no,rth.
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A  number  of  interesting  side  trips  can  be  made  from  this
camp.    One  such trip  is planned via  C,rater  Lake  and  the Red-
woods,  thence  northwar,d,  along  the  seashore  to  Portland.    The
world's  largest  sawmills  and  a  great  variety  of  wood-using  in-
dustries  can  be  visted  in  the  rerol`ion  around  Por'tland.    The  re-
turn to  camp  will be  via  the  picturesque  Columbia  River  high-
way  to  Mount  Hood,  where  time  out  can  be  taken  for  a  climb
on the glaciers  of this peak.
The  numero,us  lakes  and  streams  in  the  region  around  camp
are expected to furnish good trout and sa`1mon fishing', combined
with  boating,   swimming  and  other  sT,OrtS.     This  yearJs  camp
offers almost every attractive feature i-hat the fo,fester and lover
of  the  gTi~eat  Out-doors  Can  imagine  in  his  fOndeSt  dreams.
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Hay   a.  CZa1'l6
OUR  rvEW  FACULTY  MEMBER
Professor Pay G.  Clark, of the Forestry School of the Univer-
sity of Montana, is temporarilv filling  the chair vacate\d by Pro-
fessor D.  S. Jeffers who has returned to Yale for some advanced
work.
Profess,or Clark came to Iowa St,ate last fall to begin his duties
by taking Forest History, Policy and Law courses and since then
he has succeeded  in winning t.lie COnfidenCe  and good Will of tile
students.
"S
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The Summer Camp of 1930
FRANK  KOWSKI,  J33
O  THIS  is  Bitterroot!"
The  foresters  had  aI®riVed.    The  first  four  of  the  student
woodchoppers stood on the bank of the clear blue lake and viewed
their prospective home  for  the summer.    It met their  approval.
The  lake  mentioned  was  Little  Bitterroot  Lake hidden  in  t.he
nortIIWeStern tip  Of  Montana.    This  site  had  been  chosen as  the
home  o£  the  Iowa,  State  foresteI'S  for  their  1930  summer  camp.
And a  beautifl]1 home  it  was.    The  five-mile  lake  was located in
the foothills of the Bitterroot range and thruout the summer it
provided  the  swimming,  boating  and  fishing  so necessary  to  a
forester7s  camp.
on  June  17-,  a  chec,k  revealed  the  required  number  of  noses
present  at  the  lake  and  work  on  the  camp  proper  wals  be\gun.
Shortly the camp took shape.    The 10 army squad tents, pit,ched
under  a  tall  s,tand  of  lar'ch-fir,  faced  southward  over  the  lake
from the top of a forty foot bluff-an ideal campsite.
After  each  forester  had  al7ai]eCl  himself  of  all  the  per'sonal
household  effects  that  he  could  summon  to  mind,  work  on  the
individual  homes  was  abandoned  for  tile  time  tO  take  uP  the
practical  field  work.
The  first  step  necessal-y  in  the  field  study  was  to  become
acquainted with the vegetation of that region.   Likewise the first
day7s  practical  work  consisted  of  a  thoro  survey  of  all  ground
vegetation and timber species.   Of the timber types the prevalent
species  were  I-ouncT  to  be  larch,  ]odgepore  pine,  western  yellow
pine  and  Dougla~.  fir.    With  this  survey  as  a  foundation  the
next  work  ll.ndert,aken  lI`7aS  the  StudV  Of  growing  timber,  i.  e.,
stand  growth,   spacing,  natural  pru®ning,   growth  periods  and
growth  classification.     Practical  work  was  also  undertaken  in
clearing out and pruning dense stands to belt,er observe how the
remaining  stock  was  affected.
In  connection  with  this  studv  data  was  gathered  to  be  used
in  a  course  in  forest  mensurati6n.    This  study  included the  de-
termination of tree heights, diameters, circum±]erences, board foot
content and the composition of volume tables.    The work proved
very interesting until it was learned that the data  collected was
to  be  us`ed  on  the  return to  school.
A  detailed  time  study was made of  tJhe  Conrad logging camp
located  near  Marion,  Montana.    IIere  the  summer  campers had
a  chance  to  observe  the  operation  of  a  modern  lumber  calmp  as
well as the personal life of the modern lumberjack.    Much more
was learned  from  the latter studv.®
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It  was  from  this  work  that  the  foresters  were  called  out to
fight fire.   Will they ever forto,let that night of terror spent fight-
ing  that  blazing  inferno  of  hell.    It  was  rather  disheartening
after  a  day  of  self-imposed  heroism  to  hear  the  chief  say  that
two men could have haridled the five acre burn but he just wanted
to  give  the  "boys"  the  experience.    From then  on the  "boys"
shied  from  anything tllat  even hinted  at experience.
The old adage of ttall work and no play'' was the gospel of the
1930  crop  of  barkeaters  and  throughout  the  entire  camp  they
made  it  a point not. to  "make  .Jack a dull holy."    The  favorite
recreation was the evening swim which later  developed  into the
lleralded reg'at,I,a.    This boat race was in every respel|,t a big time
affair even to the extent of one of the contestants sinking on the
home  stretch.
Weekly sojourns were made  to Kalispell alld Whitefish to in-
dulge  in  the  luxuries  of  civilization.    To  the  car  owners  these
trips meant a, visit to the garage,-to the more fortunat6 it pro-
vided a  time  for inspirations-mostly  feminine.
Hikes  back  into  the  foothills  or  climbs  up  to  looko,ut  peaks
proved popular pastime for the more ambitious.   Horseshoe, axe
throwing and car repairing were the chief parlor sports for the
le.ss ambitious.   Campfires and song fests frequently gathered the
foresters  in  the  everl_ings to  give  concert  t,o  t,he  coyotes.    ±t was
always thought strange that, on the nights of fireside singing the
coyotes would never be heard.   Jealousy9   Probably.
Two  tripe were taken dul-ing the course of the summer.    The
first  was  to  Coram,  Montana,  where  an  intensive  study  of  the
ranger station was made.    A visit  was  also  made to  the  Somerli
mill  at  Somers,  Montana,  where  all  working  operations  were
studied  thoroughly.     From  Coram  the  foresters  toolk  a  sight
seeing trip  to  Glacier  National  Park  and  spent  a  day  ramblinto3O'
over various mountain Peaks.
The  second  trip  of  t-he  a,amp  period  was  made  to  Spokane,
Washington,  and  Lewiston,  Idaho.    In  Spokane  several  1umber
product industries were studied and at Lewiston the Clearwatel®
Lumber  Mill  was  thoroughly  surveyed.    At  this  point  oln  the
trip  the  camp  was  officially  dismissed  and  nineteen  travelworn
forelsters  faced  east.  and  headec-I  for  Iowa-a  summer,  ever  flo
be remembered,  behind  them.
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The Cruiser Staff
HARRY  HIN_KLEY  J32
TECESSITY  is  I,lie  Mother  of  Invention,"  likewise  neces-"N
sity evolved the cruiser's staff.    Last summer while cruis-
ing in second growth jack pine we found that an eight and one-
fourth  foot  pole  is  very  convenient  in  measuring  the  width  of
a strip.    In dense  stands of small trees  a strip  one  quarter  o.i  a
chain  wide  gives  a  very  g'oocl  sample.    By  measuring  with  t,he
pole eight and one-fourth feet on either side o±- the chain,  count
can be made much more accurately than by estimating the width
LI
of t.he strip.    It was for this purpose that the cruiserJs staff was
first  used.
The  staff  was  then-markecl  off-in  one  foolt  divisions  anal  used
for  measuring  the  height  of  standing  trees  and  reprloduction.
By holding the pole as high as we could reach we could measure
trees up to 16 feet in height very accurately and quickly.   Larg`er
trees  when  felled  could  be  measured  much  more  rapidly  with
this staff than witll the tape.    In making taper curves and stem
analysis,  the  staff  was  used  for  measuring  distances  along  the
bole  of the  tree.
Such  a  simple  instlrument  which  can  be  used  for  so  many
things is very convenient.    If ever you are cruising dense stands
of  small  trees,  give  this  cruiser7s  staff  a  trial.
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AGAIN this column has to be pullecl ollt of the suds and runthrough  t,he  wringer.   There  is  notI ing new  tO  Offer,  it'S
the same  old line  getting its  annual renovating.
The  first  event  to  be  chronicled  is  the  Senior  Banque,t.
high  points  of  the. evening were  three ;  Bunny  Nichols'  flow
clean  wholesome  humor,  Joe,  or  "Citizen-"  StoeckelerJs  lack
®CHeH®=OOi=E+t>u+
the  same,  and  Prof.  HorningJs  dendrological  description  of
pre-dominate species on the campus.    The prize line of the even-
ing was  StoeckelerJs  rendition  of  "TIle  l7ital  tragedy  Of  human
life is not physical poverty but whipped spirits I. J'
The  spring  campfire  was  scheduled  to  be  held  at  the  usual
stand.    The  day  arrived  and brought  the  end of the  spring fire
season.    The  site  was  cha,nged  t,o  Alumni  IIall.    For  once  the
hamburgers  were  well  cooked  and  the  coffee  was  coffee.
The  last  meetinto,ol  of  the  spring  quarter  resulted  in  a  new
batch of officers.    Priester was elected president,  Ilch, vice-presi-
dent,  and  Boeger,  secretary-treasurer.
The club started off last fall with a bang.    October the second
was the date of the fall campfire which was held north of Squaw
Creek  near  the  catalpa  plantation.    The  bill-of-fare,  furnished
at cost by Bill Steele, cook of the 1926 summer camp, was plentv
O
good  and  consisted  of  potato  salad,  hamburgers,   dogs,  buns,
colffee,  doug'hnuts,  and  ice  cream.     Af'ter  tile  grub  had  disap-
pear-ed the gang gathered around the fire, and aS a result the old
line  was  stretched more  than  ever  befol®e.    Thus  was  tlhe  school
year officia,lly opened.
Prof.  Fay  G.  Clark  delivered  a  serious  lecture  on  "Daze
the WestJ 7 and t I Personal  Reminiscences7 ' at the first meeting
eHH
OO
the winter quarter.
Peter  McLaren,  Champion  Wood  Chopper  of  the  World,  vis-
itecl us early in February,  and  ga,ve demonstrations  on how not
to  imitate  a  beaver.    He  conducted  a  chopping  contest  among
the foresters and IJyle Chishollm, sophomore, emerged victor.
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The  annua,I  hoedown  liras  held  February  14,  at  the  Varsity
Ba11I'OOm.    Due to the ban  on any activities by hardware  toters,
there was more dancing and less noise than ever before.
Once more  we hang up the old  wash and call it  a  day.
st        .*        .st
Last  spring the  department  ll'as  lTiSited  by M.  L.  Merritt,  '03,
a,ssistant  regional  fore.ster  of  the  Alaska  Region.    The  changes
on  the  campus  were  rather  bewildering  to  Mr.  Merrit,t  and  oc-
casiona]1.v he had to take oTlt his pocket COmPaSS tO Orient himself.
Which leads up to the topic of cllarlgeS On the Campus.
This  scr'ibe  has  olnly  been  here  since  1924  and  so  can  only
enumeratte  the  more  recent  changes.     Pro1'Jably  the  most  Strik-
ing  is   the   size   of  IJake   La   Ve1'ne.     F'rom   a  fair   s,ize   it  IlaS
dvI-rindled so much that polyl,\-ogs can only with difficulty matric-
ulate  into  full fledged  frogs.    When  protozoa  want to  go  swim-
ming tIleV  Can get Only One  foot Wet at  a  time.
one  o£  the  most  prominent  buildings  on  the  calnPuS  iS  the
Memorial  TTnion.     It  col-tainly  is  the  most  bea,utiful  one  and
standing as  it cloes on the site of the  old Music Hall,  rounds out
the  central  campus.    The  old  dairy  building  is now  Ag Annex
and a big new Dairy Building stands to the north of it.    Old Ag
Hall is now Botany Building and The Maples is Music IIall.
Other  chalnges in the last seven years  are :    concrete bleachers
on the east side of state field with handball courts, lockers and a
wrestling'  room   (stag  only)   beneath;  a  men7s  dormitory  a  few
rods  southeast  of  the  nell-bleachers;  the  Chemical  Engineering
Building  no,rth  of  Engineering  Annex  and  last  but  not  least,
Jalap had his barn taken all-av from him and given to the Land-
sea,pe  Architecture  Departmeunt.    Incidentally,  Ja]ap,  a  famous
lirearnctheedl'ot:'stdai;cTwsi#r;Lil;seafiC.T1-ATs?.i  a  bl®oken  heart.    He  had  so
Christmals  time  broug`ht  an  epiclemic  of visitors  and non-visit-
ors.     The  non-visitors  were  Gene  Fal~nsworth,   J26,  and  Orrin
IJatham,  727.    Farnsworth journeyecl  fro,m the  Syracuse  Ranger
School  to  Ames  to  marry  I-he  lucky  gnil-I,  Miss  Frances  Jones  o,I
Ames.    LatIlam,  also  teaching  at  the  Syracuse  Ranger  School,
came  along  as  best  man-anal  to  quote  Prof.  Mac,  "I  did  no,t
see hair or hide of them. "
Among' those that dill visit the  clepartment were :  Ray McKin-
1ey,   '27;  Don  Ball,   '28:  Allen  Miller,   '24-;  Glenn  Durrel1,   '25,
DeWitt  Nelson,   J25 ;  Mark  Ratliff,  '28 ;  Nat  Hansom,   '29 ;  C.  P.
Col-many,  721 ;  Francis Ba1'nOSke,  '26 :  Charles Rindt,  J27 ; IJIOyd/
Wambo]d,   730;  Lestel-Marriag'e.   730;  Bill  Klug`,   730;  Roy  Olson,
J29 ; and Arthur IIo]ding,  '`29.
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Roll,  CF  STUDERTTS
C-RADU=AdT= S
Cha,se,  Clall'ence  D.
CThristensen,   I1'Ving  L.
Le\e,   Edward   N.
Nichols,  Floyd  A.
St,oeckeler,  J-oe  I-I
Anderson,  Helmel-
Berison, Ellsworth H.
Boegel',   HaI'O]Cl
Dodge,  Albert  F.
a,riswold,  Gerald
HougI1,  .John  P.
I]ch,  Dave  M.
Intermill, Webster W
Lubberts,  Don R.
Kruse,  Gera,1d  W.   _._..___._
McCormic-k, I|eighto,n  E.
Mosel-,  Hal-Old  C.
Newland,   Ha,]'rod   B
Potter,  Ewart  D
Priester,   F.   T.   ..
Roche,  Lloyd
Smith.   Clyde   T.
Smith,  Maynard  J
Thielking, Karl  F.
Unser,  George  L.
Zjebarth,  Kurt  R.
Zimmel'ma,n,    E.    W.
Bl'ands,  Andrew
Coons,   Halrold  ___
Dysterhuis,,  E.  J-.
Elston,  Lloyd M
Chipmall,  Russell
Giffen,  W.   D.
Ha.rmom,  Wendell  II.
Hawk,  Richal~d  C.
Hinkley,  Halrry  S.
Jensen,   Everett   __
Kowski,  FI'ank  F.
Muceus,   Jack   __._._
Nagel,  Lloyd  F.  ..
Oleson,  Merle,  C.
S=a.ck,   Ivan
_._____._______Minnea.polls,    Minnesota
Grove,  Iowa
Dl-ummo,nd,   Wisconsin
Montro,se,  Colo,rado
Dubuque,  Iowa
Des  Moines,  Io`wa
Randolph, Nebraska
Lexingtlon,  Missouri
IJa   Grange,   Illinois
______..Cleveland,   Ohio
Algona,  Iowa
St.  Charles,  Misso,uri
Fort Do,dge, Iowa
I,rkerSburgh.  Iowa
_._.__,._.__._._.___.._._____....____._..____Monona,    Io,wa,
Bedford, Iowa
Stl'awberry  Po,int,  Iowa
Louisville,   Kentucky
Belmond,   Iowa
Avoca,  Iowa
Alma,  Io,wa
Milwaukee,   Wisconsin
Okoboji,  Io,wa
Mo,ines,  Iow,a
Bernardsville,  New  Jersey
Davenport,  Iowa
D{wenpo1®t,    Iowa
IJOuiSVille,  Kentucky
AIneS,  Iowa
Hospers,  Iowa
Oko,boji,  Iowa
Burt,  Iowa
Des  Moines,  Io,wa
Waverly,  Iowa
Schafer,  Opal  A.
Steavenson,  Hugh A.
Suder,  Robert  G.
Swanson,  Cha,]'les  M.
Ka`nsa,s  City,  Missouri
Cedar  Rapids,  Io,wa
West  Branch,  Iowa
Burlingto,n,  Iowa
Ames,  Iowa
Ames,  Iowa
Fo,rest  City,  Iowa
Sack  City,  Iowa
Fa,rragut,  Io,wa
Omahal,  Nebraska
Chicago,  Illinois
Sioux  City,  Iowa
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SOPHOMORES
Batte,ll,  Fl~ed  F.
Brown,  Edwa,ltd
Brownfie,ld, R. L.
Clar'k,  William  H.
Curtis,  Ro,bell-'t
Dannen,  Dwig`ht  IJ.
Dor'ma,n,  Ke,it,h  W.
Dunn,  Milfred  R.
Ellerlhoff,   M.   A.   ___
Ferrin,  J.  W.
Fuller,  George
Gottschalk,   Fred
Grau,  Edwin
EI
GI'aVeS,  Waiter  L.
I-I`arvey,  Ralph  R.
Hurd,  Stanley
Jauch,  J-.
Melvin,   C.  R.  _
Newville,  D.  F.
Ostermann,  Delbert H.
Stloadt,,  Gilbert
Beye,1-,   Ja,ck   .___.__
B1'OWne,   Stanlety
Campbel1,   Noel
C]emmons,  William  H.
Dewel1,    Harold    ._______.
llngland,  IJloyd
Ames,  Iowa
ngton.  Iowa
Ames,  Iowa
Ra,,pids.  Iowa
Burlingtoln,  Iowa
S,t.  Joseph,  Missouri
Perry,  Iowa
Glenwood,   Iowa
Burlington,  Iowa
)enver,   Cololrado
Muscaltine,  Iowa
Davemport,   Io,wa
St.  Charles,  Missouri
Washington,  Iowa
Mislsouri  Valley,  Iowa
Ottumwa,  Iowa
Chicago,  Illinois
__  __..__..._._.______...___..._._____Pa,l~ker,    South    Dako,ta
Algolna,   IoIWa
Ocheyedan,  Iowa
Davenpolrt,  Iow'a
Des  Moines,  Io,wa
Putnam,  Illinois
Hawkeye,  Iowa
Clemmons,  Iowa
FRESHMEN
FellguSOn,   Louis  K.
Gaard,  Emeloy  K.
Galtes,  Pa,u1
Getty,  Russell
Goehring,  Art,hur  G.
Harlla,n,  Howard  F.
Ha.tch,  Luther
IIubbard,   cTohn  W
|Tacobsen,  Reuben
Johnson,  Otho  M.
Herr,    David    __._____.__
Kluever,  Eugene   _.__
Lehmar]n,  Arthu1-  F.
McConna,ughey,   IIal'1oll
INissen,  Paul
OJNei1,  Gordon
Peterson,  a.  R.
Porter,   Bruce   _
Rjchman,  H.  W.
Rottmann,  Russell
Schmidt,   Ralph   A
Smith,   H.   M.
Thaye1',  Ma,losha,ll
Wiley,  H.  E.
Williams,  Dwight
Witmel',   Carol   R.
CTarence,   Iow'a
Bellle  Pla,ine,  Iowa
Algona,  Iowa
Mar'shalltoun.  Iowa
C]ea1~mOnt,  Missouri
Wa,te,rloo,,   Iowa
Glenwood,  Iowa
Des  Moines,  Iowa
Sioux  City,  Iowa
Audubon,  Iowa
Omaina.,  Nelbraska
I|aPol~te  City,  Iowa
Atlantic,  Io,wa
St.  Charles,  Missouri
Dennison,  Iowa
Coda,r  Rapids,  Iowa
Ames,  Io,wa
Da,yton,  Iowa
Mystic,   Iowa
Lowde,n,  Iowa
Detroit,  Michigan
Evanstoll,   Illinois
Ca,soy,   Iowa
Ida  Grove,  Iowa
Center  Point, Io,wa
Coon  Rapids,  Iowa
Maxwell,   Iowa
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Februa1-V  17,  1931
®
Dear   Ames  Foresters:     I  ITOuld  like  to  make  this  letter  a
personal  one  to  each  of  the  olcl  Ames  foresters  but  with  the
memoI~ieS Of two hundred t t graCTs J J befo1-e me,  this WOuld  be some
job.    IIow much woulc1 \lTe Prize the OPPOI'tunity tO Sit down With
each one  and  talk  otter ;  With  some,  that  first  year  Out  Of  COllege
and  with  olthers,  the  problems  a.nd  acIlieVementS  that  a  decade
or  two  ha,s  brought  to  them.    Yes.  we  would  have  echoes  from
many  cor'ners  of  the  lancl--ecIIOeriJ  from  the  fede,rlal  forestls  of
North  and  South,  East  ancl  West;  from  the  states;  from  the
private timber int6rests and from foreign fields.    Each  one with
his  special work,  with his  plans,  his  hopes  and ambitions,  striv-
ing for accomplishment in a. niche in the profession of his choice.
Indeed  it  is  surprising  what  the  field  _for  foresters  embraces.
It  we  had  the  space we  might  clwell  upon  Morris's  and  Bever-
idg'e's horned toad farm down in Arizona  or WallJs attempts to
product c',acti resistant, strains of range stJOCk in the SOuthWeSt ; Or
better still Wiggin's versatility  in  South  Africa  in ma,naging a
native brick factory and sawmill. while serving as chief operator
for appendicitis, running the MisJsion and serving as chief Advis-
or to the Prince  in his  domestic affairs.    An  int,eresting  chapter
might be Merritt's tree farms on the Alaskan  Glaciers or Ling7s
Agricult,ural School in the  Orient.    If time permitted we might
hear from Ha,rtman-and  others  in  the  creosoting game,  in re-
gard to the use of the pl®essur'e plants,  during periods of depres-
sion, for sheep clipping.
It  would be interestiIlg- tO heal®  from the Madison  Labo,ratory.
The  recently  developed  glues,  we  are  told,  will  hold  alnything
with the possible exception of foresters to their profession.  Truax
should  continue  his  work.
We would like to report, on our rather formida,ble list of forest,
supervisors.     However,   we   seldom  hear   from  them   since   we
understand that l\-hen they are in from the field all their waking
moments are spent on various and sundry reports.
Here  at  Ames  another  winter  quarter  will  soon  be  drawing
to  a close.    A  dozen  of the seniors  (more  o1-  less)  are  beginning
to wonder if the  ttexam,JJ will  be  as hard,  as  long,  or as obscure
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as it is reported to have been last year.   The freshmen are getting
inquisitive abolut summer camp locat`ion.    "Say, Prop., is it true
that  camp  this  summer  is to  be held  in Alaska or is  it in New
Hampshire?"    "I  sure  hope  it  will  be  in  the  West."    "How
many  bla`nkets  should  I  take?"    "Do  they  ever  have  any fish-
ingg" "It the water cold?"   "Are the snakes bad?'', eta.   Well
anyway we are going t,o have a good camp of 25 to 30 men.   We
are  considering  possible  locations  on  the  Whitman,  Deschutes,
and  Crater  National  Forests  in  Region  6  and  also  locations  in
West Virginia,  Pennsylvania, New Hampshire alnd Vermont.
While Prof. Jeffers is at New Haven, Prof. Clank has the men-
suration  class.    Well  entertained  or  at  least  occupied.     Prolf.
Larsen7s  cia,ss  in  "72b"  also  has  a  worried look  as  the  quarter
draws t,owards  a  close.    Prof.  Horning has  about convinced his
products  class  that  there  is  still  some  hope  of  saving  a  small
field for lumber against the inroads that the Iovira cornstalks have
made in the building game.    Bode is getting the farmers out in
the  state  so  much  interested  in  plantint3O'  Shelterbelts  and  wind-
breaks that there is some fear for the acreage of corn, wheat and
hogs.
Since last September we have had a number of special lecturers
who have added much  interest to  the  work  of the  Department.
These  included  R.  C.  Hall of the  Forest Taxatioln  Inquiry;  Dr.
George  R.  IIoppintg  of  the  Division  of  Entomology`,  Alberta,
Canada;  John  a.  Kuhns,  Supervisor  of  the  Whitman National
Forest ; Dr. I[. L.  Shirlev of the Lake States Forest Exper'iment
station  and  in  addition®we  are  expecting Dr.  C.  A.  Schenck  of
Darmstadt.,  Germany  for  a  series  of  lectures  in  May.
During the present depression a number of' the boys have been
shifting around.    When they stop  rambling  long enough folr us
to  get  a line  on  them  again,  we  will  g`et  out a  news  letter  and
gives you  the  latest  developments.
I  suppose  most  all  of  the  old  gang  will  be  looking  for  some
of the  "old line" advice before closing.    Well, here it is:    Eyes
up ; drive safely, but keep moving with the traffic ; let the other
fellow  dangle  the  crepe.    Then  remember  that  the  depression
has not seriously affected the price of ink and paper.
Sincerely,  G.  B.  MacDonald.
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ALUMNI  DIRECTORY
1896
Sherman,  E.  A.-At,  pI'eSent  he  iS  Associate  Chief  of  the  U.  S.  Forest
Service.     He  received  a  docto1'  Of'  SCienCe  degree   from  Iowa  State  Co,]1ege
in  1928.    Address:     4103  Milita]'}'  Road,  Washington,  D.  C.
1903
Secor,  A.  J.-County  Ag1-iCultul-al  AgleIlt  fOl'  Van  Buren  County,  Iowla.
Address:     Keosauqua,,  Iowa.
1904
Merritt,  M.  L.-Assist,ant  RegioIlal  Fol-este1'  Of  Alaska  Region  with  heald-
quarters  at   Juneau,  A]aska.
1907
Balthis,  R.  F.--Eng-aged  in  extension  woI®k  aS  county  a,gelnt.     Add1-eSS:
Cripple  Creelk,  Colo.
Kupfer,  Carl  A.-Sales  e11ginee1-  for-  tile  Nort'l  Colalst  Dry  Kiln  Co.,  372
Bryce   Ave.,   Portland,   OI-e.
19O8
Baxter,  W.  F.~FalI-ming  at  Galva,  Iowa..
Haeffner,  H.  E.-Fo,rest  Set-vice  Rlesource  Survey,  Siskiyou  NatJI  Forest,
Gl-a,nts   Pa,sis,   Ore.
19O9
Allen,  Shirley  W.-PI'OfeSSO1-  Of  Fol'estl-y  at  theUnivel'sity  ttf  Michigan.
Address :  School  of  Folrestry  alld  Consel-vation,  Ann  Arbo,I,  Mich.
McCullough,   Thomas   E.--DistI'iCt   agent   fO1-   the   Northwelste1'n   Mutual
Life  Insura.nee  Co,.,  at  Fla=q'staff,.  Al'iz.
1911
Barrett,  Ro,bert  I.-Agl'icultu]lal   agent   fo1-   the   Ka,nsas   City   Southel-ll
RailI-Oad  and  iS  lo¬a,ted  at  Neosho,  Mo.
Freeman,  F.  G.-In  the  f]-uit  business  at  Sa,nta  Anal,  Call.
Hoffman,  A.  F.  C.-Super--Visor  Of  the  Montezuma  NatJI  Fo,l®est,  Ma`ncos,
Colo.
Reynoldson,  L.  A.-Economist  wit,]l  the  Bureau  o,_i  Agricultu1'al  Ecolnom-
ics,  LT.   S.  Depa,rtmelnt  of  AgI-iCu]tul-e.
Smith,  P.  T.-County Agent  at Redfield,  Sout,h  Dakot¬l.
lhThitman,   J.   C.-Supel~visol-   of   the   Beaverhead   NatJ]   Fo1'eSt,   Dillon,
Montana.
1912
Le,sse1,  L.  R.I-Assistant  sur,e1'ViSOr  Oil  the  Gila  Natjl  Forest,  Silver  City,
New  AIe,xic,o.
O'Baniom,  A.   C.~When  last  heal-d  f1'Om  he  Was  county  agent  alt  Park
Ra,pids,  Minn.
Olmstead,  R.  A.-In char-ge  Of a  la1~ge  fruit,  ralnCll,  Dundee,  O1-e.
Richmond,   H.   H.-Ownc`1-   Of   ll   loco.`g'ing'   and   mere,anti]e   business,   Cass
La,ke,   Minn.
Smith,  W.   A.~W'hittie1-   State   S{a,hoo],   WhititieI',   Calif.
Traux,  T.  R.-Engalged  in  inTeStigatil-a  WOI'k  a.t  the U.  S.  Fo1-eSt  P1-OduCtS
Labol'atol-y,  Madison,  Wis.
1913
Baxter,  L.  I.~Loc,all,ed  at  GalTa,  Iowa,  fa1~nling'.
Clark,  R.  B.-Preside]1t and  mann,gelt  Of' the  Sioux-White Motolo  Co.,  Sioux
City,  Iowa.
Hense1,  R.  L.-Pa,int  Cont1'aCtOl-  in  Texas.
Ringheim,  H.  L.~When  last heard  fl'om  he wa,s  at  Elrose,  Saska,tchewan,
Canalda,.
Steffen,  E.  H.~Hcild  of the  Forest,lay  Depa,1'tment,  Washington  State Col-
lege,  Pullman,  Wa,shinho`tom.
Watts,  L.  F.-Se,nior  Silvic'u]tu]'ist,  U.  S.  F.  S.    Addrelss:     2733  Jacks{m
Ave.,  Ogden,  Utalh.
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1914
Hassel, W.  C.-Supelrintendent  of  Schools  at  Salem,  Iowa.
Hayes, R. W.-Profelssor of Forestry at the North Ca,rolina Sta,te College
Station,  Raleigh,  N.  a.
Nagel,  W.  M.-Forest  SupeI'ViSOr  Of the Blackfeet  NatJl  forest, Kalispell,
Montana.
Schreck, R.  a.--Forest. supervisor  of the Huron NatJI Forest, East Tawas,
Mich.
Sterett, J.  C.-Real esta,te  dealer at Villa Park, Ill.
Van  Boskirk,  S.  S.-Execut,ive  assistant,  Manti  NatJI  Forest,  Ephriam,
Utah.
Wchf, E.
Idaho.
WoLven,
Bode,  I.
Iowa.
Hansch,
Ploomfield,
Harley}
1145  West
Cassidy,
I.-Supe,rvisor  of  the  Fend  O1'eille  NatJI  Fo,rest,  Sand  Point,
R.  M.-Salesman  folr the  St3,ndard  Oil Co.,  Santa Aha.,  Calif.
1915
I.-Extension p]'ofessor  of fo,restry at Iowa  State College, Ames,
H.  E.-County  Engineer  and  consulting  drainage  engineelr  at
Iowa.
Wm.   P.-Departinent  manage1',   J.   a.  Baldridge  Lumber  Co,.,
New  York  Ave.,  Alberquerque,  New  Mexico.
1916
H.  O.-AslSiSta,nt  Supervisor  On  the  Apache  NatJI Forelst,  Spring-
ville,  Arizo,na.
Comell,  Harvey H.-Landscape architect and vice-pI'eSident  Of the Morell
Nichols,  Inc.,  1200  2  nd  Ave.,  South,  Minnea,polls,  Minn.
Geialer,  Max-Advertising manalger  of  the  Harl'y Alter  Co.,  1021  Ainslee
Street,  Chica,go,  Ill.
McCarthy,  C.  C.-Assistant  City  Engineer,  Ames,  Iowa.
Plagge,  H.  H.-With  the  Iowa  Agricultural  Experiment  Sta,Lion,  2215
Storm St., Ames, Iowa.
Plagge,  N.  O.-In private busine.ss.    Addr-ass:    104 E.  Main St., Barring-
ton,  Ill.
Rumbaugh,  W.  R.-Accol'ding  to  last  reports  he  is  farming  at  Collins,
Iowa.
Sto\kes,  R.  R.--~Woods  forelrlan  with  the  Rutledg'e  Timber  Co.,  Co`eur  dJ
Alene,  Idaho.
Hartman,   G.   B.-Plant   supe1-inteI].dent,   CreOS,Oting   division,   Long   Bell
Lumber  Co,..  De'Riclder,  T|a.
Davis,  E.  M.-Wood  tecllnOlo,gist  with  the  Forest  Products  Labolratory
at  Ma,dison,  Wig.
Donaholo,   John   F.-Salesman  with   the   Valley  Electrical   Company  at
Fresno,  Calif.    Addre`ss:  3148  Iowa  Aye.
Hadlock, F. D.-With i-he Western Electrical Co., of New Jel®sey in charge
of  dry  kiln  oper'a,tio,ns.
Poshusta,  D.  C.-With  the Long Be,ll Lumber  Co.  at  Enid, Okla.
Rehmann,  I.  W.-Engaged  in  real  estate  businelss.    Address:  341  Flynn
Bldg.,  Des  Moine,s,  Iowa.
1920
Deming,  Milo  H.--Assis,tamt  supervisol'   on  the  Wyoming  NatJI  Forest,
Kemmerer, Wvo,.
Fletcher, R.uA.-With the FloremanJs Fund Insura,nco Co.,  Oakland,  Calif.
Hoyer,  V.  B.-PrillCiPal  of the high  school at Battle Creek,  Iowa,.
Morrell,   F.   W.---(Professiolna,1  degl'ee)   Assistant   f`orle,ster  in  charge  Of
Public  Rela,tioms.     Address:     U.S.F.S.  Washinstoln,  D.  C.
Wall,  Lloyd  A.--Assista,nt  I-ang'o  examiner,  Coconino  Nla,tJI  Forest,  Flag-
sta,ff,   Ariz.
BRUTE  STRENGTH
CATERPILLAR
BEG.  u.  a.  PAT.  OFF.
I   R  A   C   I  a   Ft
Prices-I.  a.  b.  Peoria,  Illinois
TEN     .            .     .                  .     .
FIFTEEN      .           .     .     .     .
TWENTY     .           .     .     .     .
THIRTY.     .     .     .     .     .     .
SIXTY      .                       .     .     .
SIXTY  LOG-GIriG' CRUISER
Caterpillar  Tractor
|tChm|V\IIlllNttt®camtomt® loo
45O
OO
75
v\Or\t
Col
PEORIA, ILLINOIS, U.  S. A.
Track-type  Tractors     Road  Machinery
Combines
(There's   al  "Caterpillar"   Dealer
Near  You)
IT  TAKES   more   than   power   to   log
profitably!    ttCaterpillar'J   Tractors   are
replacing   elephants,   oxen,   horses   and
donkeys   because   of   traction,   stamina,
nimbleness   and   speed.    They   balk   at
neither hot weather nor cold. Their vitals
are protected against dust.  They ask for
no   roads-they  weave  right  through
the brush or build their own trails.   Bad
weather does not daunt them - nor mud
nor  sand.   And  t:CaterpillaLrS99  have  the
exfr¢  power  to  handle  big  butts  or  tree
lengths.   So  do  they  win  overwhelming
favor with the loggers of the world.
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1921
Avery,  N.  C.-Address  unknown.
Cormany,  C.   P.-Vice-president  of  tile  Fleank  Pol'te1~  Lumbel®   Co.,   1814
Nol~th  Centra,I  Park  Ave.,  Chicago,  Ill.
Fiske,  V.  C.-Teachillg  bOtanV
Helm,  H.  J.~Is  in  AIneS  Witch
Ling,  Wen  Ming----P]'inc-ipal  of
Lake,  Foochow,  China.
Patrick,  O.  K.-Has  chal~ge  of
ber  Co.,   DeRidde'r,  La.
Eggers,  W.  a.-With  the  sales
Moines,  Io,wa,.
Fennell,  Robert  E.-Employed
at  Utah  University,  Sa,1t  IJake  City.
the  Ti]den  Malnufactu1®iIlg  Co.
the  Fukien  ScIIOOI  Of  Agric,ultul-e  a,t  West
c1'eOSOting   WO1'k   £O1®   the   Lo]1gl  Be,ll   Lum-
depal-tme,nt,  IJOng'  Bell  I|umber  Co.,  Des
by   the   P1'udential   IJife   Insurance   Co.,
4701  Ealst  Washington  St.,  Indianapolis,  Indiana,.
Moravets,  F.  L.-~Pacific  No,I-thWeSt  Expe1~iment  Station.    With the Forest
Resourc,e  Survey,  514  Lewis  Bldg.,  Portland,  Ore.
Morris,  R.   D.-Aslsist,alnt  range  examinel',  Tusaya,n  NatJI  Forest,  Silvel-
City,  Alaiz.
Pchle,  E.  W.-With  the  Ca,lifoI-nia  Development  Co.,  863  Waller  St.,  Sam
Era,ncis,co,  Calif.
1923
Dunn,  Paul  M.~District  fol'este1'  for  tlle  Missouri  Forestry  Department,
Ellington,  Mo.
Prout,  Clarence-With  the  MinlleSOta  Fo1'eSt  SeI'ViCe,  Winkler  Ap¢s.,  Vip-
ginia,  Minne,s`o'ta.
Trenk,  Fretd  B.-Extension  Fo1-eSter,  UTliVeloSity  Of  Wisconsin,  Madison,
W±s,colnB±n.
Watkins,  E.  W.-With  the  Log  Angeles  loo,ad  department,   20012   Chase
Sis.,   Owensmouth,   Ca,lil.,  R.R.  No.   2.
1924
Martin, C. W.-In the Nursery business at Old Lyme, Conn.
Miller,  A.  F.~Technical  assistant  on  the  Ma,1®que,tte  NatJI  Fore'st,  Mum-
ising,  Mick.
Butter,  Frank---With  tile  Frank  Pol®tel-  Lumbe1®  Co.,  ClliCalg.O,  Ill.
1925
Correll,  Lynne-Ralnger  on the  Oleve,land  NatJI FoloeSt,  Aquanga,  Ca,lil.
Durrell,   Glen   R.-DistricJt   f'O1'e,Sltel',   Oklahoma   Fol-est   gel-Vice,   Box   153,
Broken   Bolw,   Oklal.
Howel1,  .Joseph-1815  Nebraska.  Kansas  City,  Kan.
Lough,  W.  E.--Aslsistant  managel®  of  the  Sun  Lumber  Co.,  Oxnal-d,  Calif.
Nelson,   DeWitt-Assistant  supervisol-   on  the   Shalsta,  NatJI  Forest,   Mt.
Shast,a, Calif'.
Tdwne,  Chas.  A.~Assistant  folrest  supervisor  on  the  Routt  Na,tJI  Fo,rest,
Steamboatt   SplaingS,   Colo.
1926
Barno,ske,  Francis  M.-l17ith  the  Moss   Tie  and  Timber  Co.,   ShlaeVePOrt,
La.
C1,emmenslen,   IN.   K.-Chief   wa,I'Cle,n   fool-  the   Southern   Kraft   Carp.,   518
Locuts  St.,  Malvern,  Ark.
Downey,  E.  J.-Woods  superintendent  of  the  IJOng  Bell  Lumber  Co.,  Box
126,   Cousha`tta,,  La.
Farnsworth,  C.  E.-Assista,nt  pl'ofesso1'  Of  fOI'eStliy,  State  Ranger  S,choo1,
Wa,nalkena,  New  York.
Greef,   C.   H.-SaleISman   fOl-   Cu1~tiS   Co.,   Inc,.,   Unit-erSirf`y   Club,   Canto,n,
Ohio.
Harrison,  C.  I.-Fol-est  i'anglelo  On  the  Black  IIills  Nat,JI  Fol'est,   Savoy,
S.   D.
Bull Dog
Logging Tools
Sager Chemical
Process Axes
Recognized  All  Over  the  United  States  as  the  BEST
Money and Skill  Can Produce.
WARREN  AXE  &  TOOL  CO.
WARREN,  PA.,  U.  S.  A.
Write  for  catalog.
Oil Tan Chief
TRU*FuBLOOD'S
CAMPUSTOWN
We   Calk   Boots
....  Price$10.00
Moccasin  pattern boot,  up-
DerS  Of  Oil  tanned  leather,
alouble  vamps,  double  flex-
ible  soles,  in  10  to  16-inch
heiglltS.
Trueblood's  Special
A   10  to   16-inch  bolot   for  $5.85
BILL    STEEL     IlaS feCl more foresters goocl
grub  at  lower  prices  than
than   anv   man   in   town.O
WEST  GATE  LUNCH
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Hasek,  Milvoj-With  tlhe  S.  S.  Kresge  Co.,  3235  Fir'st  St.,  Beloit,  Wig.
Hogan,  Jack  B.-J-unio,I  Forester  on  the  Co,1ville  Nat,JI  Fo,rest,  Republic,,
Washington.
Kouba,  Theoldo,re-Wisconsin  ConservaltiO,n  Conlmission,  Madison,  Wig.
Maclntire,  G.  S.-Assista,nt  State  Fo]-ester  a.i  Michiga,n,  Lansing,  Mich.
McKennan,  R.  B.-Rantcjye]-,  Sltlpervisor  NatJI  Fo'rest,  Ely,  Minn.
Mollison,  Allen~Forest  supeI'viSOr,  Indian  Service, Red Lake, Minn.
Pickford,  G.  D.-Assistant  Silviculturist,  with  thel  Great  Baslin  Experi-
ment  Sta,lion,  Ogden,  Ut,all.
Svendby,  Clarence-In aha,rge  of the  forest nu1'Sery  a,t  Washington  State
College,  Pullman,  Washington.
Tharp,  Orlo  E.-Forest  Resoul'ce  Survey,  Mt.  Hood  Nat,JI  Fo,rest,  Po,rt-
1a,nd,  Or'e.
West,  Wm.-District  ra,nger,  Idaho  Natjl  Forest,  Ros,©berry,  Ida.
1927
Fullerton,  INei1-J-unioI'  fOlleStet-,  Kaniksu  hTatJI  Fore,st,  RTewport,  W,ash.
Gibbs,  J.  A.-Extelnsion  Fol'este1®  and  inStruCtOl-in  forestry,at  the  Con-
necticut  Agr.  College,  S,torrs,  Conn.
Hill, Edwin-With the Story City Butter Tub Co., Algona, Iowa.
Hutchins,   Cordon  C.-I[a,s  a   r'ainbow  trout  fa,rm,  Ro,ute   1,  Hendress,
Colorado.
Jacksom,  Marion-Assistant  City  Manager  at  I1|On  River,  Mich.
Latham,  0.  I.-Insltructor,  New  York  State  Ranger  Schoo,1,  Wanakella,
New  York.
Mckinley, Ray-Ranger,  Harney Natjl Forest, Keystone,  S. D.
McLaren,  C.  G.-Forelster  fo,r  the  Tomaha,wk  Kl-aft  Paper  Co.,  Toma-
ha\wk.  W±s.
Rindt,  Charles-Forester  for  the  Nekoosa-Edwards  Pa,p\er  Co.,  Buttelrnut,
Wig.
Schipull,  Waiter  L.-Technical  assistant,  Montezuma  Na,tjl  Forest,  M,an-
cos,  Coloradol.
Turney,  Geo.-Ranger,  Wyoming  NaltJI  Forest,  Bedfo`rd,  Wyo.
Vinton,   Everett-Taking   graduate  work  at  Yale   Forest   School.   New
HavenJ   Conn.
Wigging,,   A.   V.-Doing   e,ducational   wo,rk   a,t   the  Holy  Cin'oss   Liberian
Mission,  Pe,ndembu,  Sierra  Leone,  Liberia,  Africa.
1928
Ball,  Don  R.-Ranger  in aha,I-ge  Of the  Moquah Purcha,se Unit in Wiscon-
sin.    Address.  U.  S.  F.  S.  Washburn.  Wig.
Battell,  Sam-At  present  he  is  here  at  school  prepa,ring  for  the,  J-.  F.
exa`m.     Addrelss:     2812   IJeek   St..   Ames,   Iowa.
Boeckh,  F.  E.-Forest`er  and  Timber  Superintendent,  Burlinston  Timber
and Land  Co., Burlingt,on,  Iowa.
Iverson,  Ray  C.--Senior I'a,ng'er  in  aha,rge  Of  a Purchase unit,  Park  Falls,
Wig.
Kahler. I.  H.~Farming att IJyttOn! Iowa.
Kreager,  Paul-Address  umknolun.
Lau,  Victor-TJOggingr  engineer for the  Cro,ssett Western  Co.,  Kuppa,  Ore.
Le'pley,  Wm.-Tealching  psycholo,g`y  at  Penn  State.
Lesser,  Orville  F.-Farming,  Indiano]a,  Iowa.
Lundberg, R.  0.-With the :Edwards Hines Wes,tern Pine Co,., Burns,  Ore.
McGlade, Jim-With the American  Telephone a,nd Telegraph Co,., Do,wney
Hate,1,  Oskaloosa,  Iowa.
Meginnis, H. G.-With the Soluthern Forest Expleriment Station, as Junior
Forester.    Address:   348  Ba,ronne  St.,  Me`w  Orleams,  IJa.
Peters,  Goo.-Salesman  for-a  Chicago  lumber  company.    Addres,s:  Hyde
Park  Y.  M.  C.  A.,  1400  E.  533rd  St.,  Chicago,  ILL.
HUNGAR  KURE  LUNCH
500 Students Daily Can't Be Wrong.
Small  Place  With  a Big  Business
{'BLAINE'J
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Ratliff,  Mark-Rangel'   on  the  Black  IT.ills  J\LTatJI  Forest,  for  tlle  Winter.
Addr'ess:   Deadwood,  S.  D.
Potty,  Poland---R,alnger  on  the  Neb1-aSka  Na,tJI  Fol®est,  Halsey,  Nebr.
Sonner,  Orville-Fal'ming  at  Ha.mb-urg,  Iowa.
Suuivan,   Walter  F.-With   the   Assoc-iated   Indemnity   Col'p.,   351   Turk
St.,  Sam  F1-alllSisoO,  Calif.
Wicks,  Walter-With   the  Elet.'t]ic,al  Reseal~cll  Products  Co.,   1820  First
Aye.  South,  Mi]meapolis,  Minn.
1929
Battey,  Lawrence-Shelby,  Iowa.
Beveridge,   W.   M.-Junio1'   Forestel'   oIl   timbel'   Surveys   On  the   Lincoln
NatJI  Forest,  AlamolgoI-dO,  New  Mexico.
Chapman,  A.  G.-Teaching  botany  at  Ohio  State  University,  Co'lumbus,
Ohio.
Christensen,  Irving--Graduate  wo1'k,  Iowa  State  College,  Ames,  Iolwa.
Hansom,   Mate   B.-Junio1'   Fo1'eSte1'   Witll   tile   Inclian   Service,   McNary,
ATiZ.
Holding,  Art-WtJrkiIlg  On  the  Ouac,hita  NatJI  Fo1'eSt,  Hot  Springs  Na-
tional  Park,  Ark.
Howell,  E.  M.-Studying'  fol'  the  I.  F.  at  O.  A.  C.,  Corvallis,  O1-e.
Kulp,  J.  W.--Davenport,  Iowa.
McCutchelon,  Allen-Ra,]1ge1'  On  the  Uncompallg'1-e  NatJI  Forest,  Ute,  Colo.
Molrey,  H.  F.-With  the  Allegllany  Experiment  Station,  3437  Woodland
Ave.,  Phila,delphia,,  P,a.
Schollz,  H.  F.-Graduate  wo1-k  OIL  the  Hal-vard  Fol'est,  Petersham,  Mass.
1930
DeBower,  Richard-With  the  Cook  County  Fol'est  Reserve,  Chicago,  Ill.
Diemer,  Jack-Gra,duate  work  at  the  School  of  Fo1-eStl-y,  Berkeley,  Calif.
Hawking,  V.  T.-2010  Rabinwood  St.,  Toledo,  Ohio.
IIeacotx, Edwin-Weyerhausel-  IJumber  Co., Gal-e of Longview Ho,te1,  Long-
view,  Wa.sh.
Ho,ltz,  Dean~Graduate  wol'k  at  O.  A.  C.,  Col'va11is,  O1®e.
Klug,  W'm.,  Jr.-Wall  Luml,e1'  a,nd  Cl-eosoting  Co._,  3225  Prospect  Ave.,
Kansas  City,  Mo.
MarriageI,  Leslter-Junio1'  Lancl  Examine]',  U.  S.  F.  S.  Alexandria,  Miss.
Mickey,  M.  H.-With  the  Canada  Creosoting  Co.,  11716  85th  St.,  Edmon-
ton,  Alta.,  Canada.
Millard,   Neld-J-unior   Fo1'eSte1'   On   t]le   Wyomingm   NatJI   Forest,   Daniel,
Wyo.
Nichols,  Flo,yd  A.-Fellowship,  Iowa  State  College,  Ames,  Iowa.
Pecaro,  Geo,.-W\ith  the  tTnit,ed  States  Gypsum  Co.,  407  Main  St.,  Green-
ville,  Miss.
Runke1,  Sylvan  T.-Sto1'y  City,  Iowa.    Studying for  the  I.  F.
Soderberg,  Cordon-Witll  the  Quea,1  IJumber  Co.,  Des  Moines,  Iowa.,
Stoeckeler,  Joe  H.--Gl'aduate  wol-k  at  Iowa  State  College,  Ames,  Iowa.
EX-STUDENTS
Garrison,  P.  M.-Witll  the  Gl'eat  Southern Lumbel'  Co.,  Bogalusa,  La.
Ho,rtoln,  F.  V.-Assistant  regional  £'ollester  in  aha,rge  of  lands,  Region  6,
Portland,  Ore.
Isch,  D.  H.-Forest  ramger  oil  Purchase  uIlit,  Ch'and  Ma,rais,  Minn.
Palmer,  H.  S.-On  tile  Sitg]-eaves  I.NatJI  Fo]-estJ  Mt',Mary,  Ariz.
Pooh,  F.  J.-Technica,I  a,ssistant  on  the  Bla,ck  Hills  Na,tJI  Forest,  Dead-
wood,  S.  D.
Petheram,  H.  E.-Technical  assistant  on  the  Pike  NatJI  Forest,  Colo1-ado
Spring,  Colorado.
Wilcox,   H.   F.-Seniol'   I-aI]g-el-   On  thl-   Plumas   Na,tJI   Forest,   Greenville,
Calif.
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Summer Camp Memories
are  best  I'eCOrded  With  a
KODAK
and  the  most  complete  line  in  town  is  at
C®  L.  DIXON DRUGS,  INC.
I)owntown
OLMSTEAD'S  COLLEGE  SHOP
HEADQUARTERS
For Foresterjs Goods
2528  Lincoln  Way
Patronize Our Advertisers
The  Forestry  Club  extends  its  thanks `
to the firms that advertise in the "Ames
Forester,"   folr   those   firms   make   our
Annual  possible.
Mention
"The Ames Forester"
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